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Preface and Acknowledgements

_The University of-Minnesota,--DUlatn offers- a-n interdisciplinary Early-Child
Care and Development Curriculum in both undergraduate and graduate studies
desned- to-prepare early childhood personnel 'for- a variety of p_ositions. The
programs are offered through the Department of Child and-Family Develdipment,
but administered by an-interdisciplinary Advisory Council from_the departments
of Allied Clinical Health, Psychology and Mental Health, and Child and Family
Development:
The Advisory -Council, in-cooperation with the Department: of_ Continuing
Education and Extension of the University_ of_ Minn-esot-a,Ckiluth, spo-nsors an
annual-conference in Early Childhood:Education (0-8 years) and related areas of
Study.--The conferencefsp-ugiosely scheduled to take advantage of the beautiful
fall season and to avoid travel difficultics due to inclement weather. However, as
part :of _a larger:global community, we -are also directly. affected by weather
conditions in other .parts of the United -States.- -Dr.---B-ri-an- -S-U-ttOri:Srnith, our
distinguished guest speakerfor the 1985 conference: telephoned :he morning of
the- conferen-ce to- say that-because of-the worst hurricane of the century, no
flights were arriving or departing from the Philadelphia airport.
.Dr.:Harlan Hanson-from the University of Minnesota; Minneapolis:graciously
consented to present the k-eynote-address-onfriday- ni_ght-Sectional meetings
were rescheduled
accommodate Dr: Sutton-Smith's arrival on Saturday
afternoon, at -whicn time he presented both speeches for which he had been
scheduled previously: This monograph includes th0se two keynOte add-resses
_

presented by: Dr.::Brian Sutton-Smith as well as representative sectional
presentations by Other speaii.ers.

Gratitude is expressed to the Advisory Council of the Early Child Care and
De-velop-ment P-rograms for serving -on conference -committees:10 all program

speakers and participants; to staff members o-i Continuing -Education- and
Extension: to the Printing and Graphic Arts Department of the University of
Minnesota. Duluth: and-to everyone-who contributed to the success of this Fifth
Annual Conference on Early Childhood Education:
Jeane Sword
Duluth Minnesota
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INTRODUCTION OF THE KEY NOTE SPEAKER: Dr. Brian Setton-Smich
by Jeane Sword, Coordinator
E3rly Child Care and Development Programs

Dr. Brian Sulton7amitn is a native of New Zealand: He received his
_

_

baccalaureate and-master's degrees in-developmental psycholo )5/ from Victoria

University in Wellington, New Zealand, and his Ph.D in develOpmental
psychrlogy from the University of New Zealand.

_

At present, Dr. Sutton-Smith is a-professor-in-the Graduate School of
Education at the University of Pennsyivania, where he serves as chairperson of
the-program in -Human Learning and Development. Surprisingly, he is also a
professor of folklore in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences where he teaches
children's folklore.
In these areas, Dr.- Sutton---Smiths mator-research efforts have teen directed
toward many different :aspects of_ child development, including social development, -sibling-relationships, games and sports. He is_ an internationally known
expert cn children's play and folklore Of children in- various parts otthe world.
His consultantships are many and_forl-reaching: They range from Redbook
Magazi,?e and Sports Illuetrated to the CBS Captain-Kangamo:-from County Day
School to Head Start programs in various parts of the United StatesHis-varied

areas- of expertise have led to his being a presenter, lecturer; and visit;ng
professor at an astonishing number of universities arid conferences in both tha
United States and abroad: he hasspoken in almost every state of the union and, in
addition. in- many -pfaces abroad-=-m-such countries as Australia, Fiji; England;

Germany,_ and Belgium, besides New Zealand, of course. He- --has written
prolifically in many national and internationaljournalaand is author; co-author;
or editor of over 20 books and 200 articles.- He h-Os-recek d Many spacial awards
and honors and hasserved as,president of_the Association the Anthropological

Study -Of Play -and the president of the Divis ,-)n of Psychoiogy and Art of the
American Psychological Association.

WHY WE WON'T LISTEN TO CHILDREN'S STORIEL
Brian Sutton-Smith; Univ_ersity_of Pennsylvania
Fifth Annual Conference on Early Childhood Education
University of Minnesota, Duluth, September 27-28, 1985
The Child's View of the World: Stones and Play
Let me begin with a story so that you can
sense immediately what the problem is. This
one was told by a fouryear old in my New York
story taking project reported on in The Folkstories of Children. (Philadelphia, University of

Elrly -Stories Are High On Sounds Rather
Than Sense
In general children do not begin to tell clear
fictionalnerratives until between two and:three
years- -of age-. The texts- cif these -stories is
indicated by the following examples; the first

Pennsylvania Press, 1981).

two from my -own mi Jthe class (2) white

#1

c011ection and 4-7 from the working class black

Once there was a big ferocious dragon
The dragon was ferocious ienough to _jump _on
buildings and burnthem- without burning them
And after he burned them without burning them
he would step on the building and the building
would break in two

Piedmont, Carolina c fflection: of Shirley
Health (Sutton-Smith & Heath, 1981). All the
children are between the ages of two and three
years. Although there are important differences
between the stones-, f-or example, 2-3 are more
impersonal and 4-7 are more personal; both sets

This is what would happen (He shows the bottom

of the stories:are characterized by-prosodic

of his S-hoe)

elements which are reletively rare in the stories
of older school age children. Thus there is much

Yucky old yucky yucky candy
Then after the yucky old yucky candy got on the
buildings the dragon wont poop on the buildings
And then the poop splatted
And-thon the- father -that lived-in the building
went_on the to the roof and he got his shoes all
yucky
And then he came in and then he washed hiS

repetition of worda and sounds, aHiteration,
rhyme; consonance, assonance, line readings,

story telting intonation patterns (not shown
here) and metaphor. As we have said elsewhere

these may NI:termed verse stories rather than
plot stones (1981).

shoesioff in_ the bath:
And-after he-washed-his shoes off in the bath the

New York Sample

poop went down the toilet
The next time he took a bath he put his head

#2

eyes

The cookie was in my nose
The cookie went on the fireman's hat
The fireman's hat went on the bucket
The cookie went on the carousel
The cookie went cn the puzzle
The cookie went on the doggie

And after the-dump went down his eyes he dies
And that's the end:

#3

under the-faucet

He took: a: shampoo and after all the dump
so-fatted in his-eyes

Little drips of dump went down little holes in his

After hearing this you_ are probably quite
clear why you won't listen to children's stories,

The monkeys
They went-up sky
They fall down
Choo choo train in the:sky:
The train fell down in the sky
I fell down in the sky in the water
goi-on my boat and my lees hurt
Caddy fall down in the sky.
:

even if you had not thought about it beforehand.
Let me proceed-now- tcr refine your objection by
analysing your sources of potential resistance. I
will-at the same time, of course_, be telling_ you

what you came to hear which is "What do
children's stories mean?"
5

describe the way in which-an infant gradually

South Carolina Sample

acquires the ability to make the correct re-

#4

sponses to a picture book. Nor in our own study

Way
Far

of a two year old child did we find any simple
template relationship between the parent's
ectivitie-s and-the ultimate -fictithia,i product by
the child (Magee & Sutton-Smith, 1983) In fact;

It's a church bell
Ringing
singin'
you hear it
I hear it

the

most characteristic response_ to our

story telling was a playful enactive arid noisy
transformation of the material at hand; whether

Far

it was a storyread,a story told, a picture book or
a personal reminiscence (Sutton-Smith, 1984).
It was not that the child was not tuned_ into the
different character Of different adult delivered

Now:
#5

i.)p (pointing high up)
Way up dere
All time up
Tony
Chugie got it (potato cnips)
All up dere.

texts (wh ich_ accounted for 60%_of the variance)

nor -the- parents'- interaction (40% of the variance); it was just that the ultimate story told hy
the child was as different from what she was
hearing as arechilren'searly grammars different

#6

from adult speech; or chtldren's own play

Tessie May come
Come round here
Come dum
Da-dum; Da-dum
Da-dum.

different from their play with adults (Bretherton;

is this transformation of the adult
cultural tradition into the child tiadition that
must be explained if we are to understand
1984): It

children's early stories
-The simplest ex-planation has to be that
what children are doing is putting on a story
telling performance and what they understand
of this performance -is that-it -has-a- certain
quality of sound and certain qualities of structure and certain qualities of meaning (Scollon &
S^.ollon; 1981): Their own phological develop-

#7

Track

Carago to do track
To dat train track
Big rain on de track
Tony down by de track
Mama git im
Teack

ment in the first two yearsis light years ahead of
their syntactic and semantic-development. They

Train track
He come back.

have _been practicing and playing with the

The question to be asked is why early

sounds of language assiduously in thore years;

stories have this verse character_Given that the
two samples-are-so strikingly different, we may
assume that the tendency for the very young to

as they will practice with its syrtax and
semantics assiduously between_ two and four
years. For them the-melody of speech precedes

feature the prosodic in their stories is quite
widespread. It is, for example; also characteristic of children's crib speech:(Weir; 1962:

its meaning. In addition to the children's own
ear for phonology-and perhaps because of that
adults also tend to increase the importance of
the phonic elements in their own early communications with the young.-They -raise-their
pitch, Luse throaty base switches; exaggerate

Kuczaj, 1983) and is-ernphasiz-ed by Kirschen-

blatt-Gimblett as the major characteristic of
youn_g_ children's verbal play-that they empha-

size the phonological over the syntactic and

sounds-, whisper, make rich and dramatic

semantic elements of- speech (1976). However
we do not seem to find an adequate explanation
for thedevelopment of such stories in the highly
repetitive scaffolding of questions and answers
by the parent that is featured in the classic study

changes in intent ity, put more stress on-words

of Ninio and Bruner (1975) in which they

6

and syllables; use rhythm and syncopations;
slow their speeth,- use-dramatic -crescendoes
anddecrescendoes and longer pauses (Stern;
1977, pp.-15=17). These are the characteristics
of "rnotherese" but also of the face and action

8

games that parents play :with their infant
children wtere- incongruity, laughter and
euphoria is_ even more pronounced. Here the
sounding :goes_ along :with exaggerated behaviors, dramatic _tontraSts -in fates, incon-

gruous laces, postures :aria iconic sourius
centered around-dramatic anticipations and
climaxes as in_knee games; and folk- games
(This Little Piggy,- Peek-a-boo)L Perhaps :we
should call all-Of this-"playese (Sutton-Smith,
1985).i In addition,i through play with children;

parents-are- introducing them to the theatrit
quadralogue of director; audience, actor and
counteractor (Sutton-Smith; 1979)_,- with the
parent playing mostof the parts in thebeginning
and thechildren gradually taking these over for
themsetves, aprotess which can be traced in

Now there was a pa ka
Boon, goo
And there was dog doo dooAnd he didn't like dog doo doo
iIfl LlIeW was d man name() olluAlUdil
And he didn't like snow

Cha tha
Doo choo
Cha cha
Doo choo
I named dog doo doo
Christopher say
Dog doo doo
Then there were a boy name Taw taw

0

Too too
Then -there was a Captain Blooper he had
book and he was very bad and it hurt him
Then there was a blooper pa pa

children's own play a year or two later (BreMerton, 19841.

Those Who Begin_WithSound Rather Than
Sense Go On To Nonsense

a

Pa pa

There was Superman coming and he hurt both
of him knees
Then they were flying and they went right in the
ocean and he got bite from a shark
And he didn't like when he got bite from a shark
Then kla kla toe toe
Tee tall
Caw caw caw c?w caw caw taw caw caw caw
caw caw caw caw caw caw caw caw caw caw
caw caw caw caw
Now say pah pah kla klee

Whether or not-you react negatively-tb the
focus on sounding rather than sensible meaning
in the very young, you cannot help being aware

at some level that older children proceed from
this to their relish of nonsense in general. Leta
take, for example, Gathy,-Who-for about a year
told us reasonably sensible tales like the first
one-belOW,-(#8), but then subsequently taking
advantage of our indulgence, told the parody of
nonsense in the second tale below (#9).
#8

Sa -see

Batman went away from his mommy
Mommy said "come back, come back"
He was lost and his mom-rny-can't find him
He ran likethat (demonstrates) to home
He eatmuffins
And he sat on his mommy's lap
He fell to sleep
And then him wake up
And it was still nighttime
And his mammy said "go back to bed"
And him did
And then he wake up again
And then the mommy told him to go back to bed
And he did all night
Ar,d then it mornmg time
And his rnommy picked him up
And-then him have a rest
He ran very hard away from his mommy like that
I finished.

Too tee
CFI; e thaw
Ta klu
Kli-klu
Kla kla
Klu fu
Klee kla
Koo koo
Say say
Klee klee

klip kla

:

Klee klee
Klip ida
She-She

7

9

#9

Fik ahh
Tungoo nah
Ka pa
Popeye the sailor man

Bad guy him be very bad to him
And I spit out a words.
Clearly Cathy is nOt now using sound to-tell
a story because that is the only way she knows
how, she is using sound for_its own sake. It has

playful performance as their model, two _year
olds launch their early stories whichare high on
prosody- antl on-maintaining the performance
flow of the telling: Thus they use whatever line

become its ewn nonsense genre. We often

earlier examples, where a-repetition Of-word or

building techniques are available, as in the
sound is arnajor buildingtechnique along with
a- certam-mtonative declarnatoriness that the

found that our-school age children would_ only
tell- us- a story- if we would first let them tell- us
some nonsense: By school age; sounding and

story requires involving any of the above

nonsense had become a distinct branch of
folklore. One of our taleteEers of seven years_of

"rhotherese" or "playese"textual-flourishes that
help it along (age 2-7).-All of-thi& is done-,-of

age forexample; interspersed his story with a

course; with _considerable sacrifice of infor-

piece-Of -rhyme as follow& The larder story was
in fact partly an elaboration of this rhyme,

m-ation as theScollons have shown in their own
accounts of a two year old (1981): What seems
to you and me as somewhat bare onimeaning is
nevertheless always-fairly told-from the-point of

#10

view oLpauses,_ and rising and falling intonations. The-story has a prosodic gestalt, a line
structure (its syntax) even if its semantics are
somewhat remote from- adult understanding.
this dominance of performance and- textual
qualities over text is:usually baffling: to adults
who are used td looking beyond the first two in
order to grasp the meaning: As well as a line
structure_ the stories also have: a itheme and

Little Willie with a shout
Plucked his sisters-eyeballs out
Stepped on them to make them pop!
Really Willie," Ma said,-"Now stop."
Little WiHie mean as hell
Pushed his sister down the well
While-the father-went-for water
He said; "Gee it's hard to raise a daughter":

Little Willie found some dynamite
Stunned as heck
Curiosity never paysIt rained Willie 7 days

variation like structure, which-is typical-Of most

childhood expressions whether in story;
drawing, clay; or-language. Thus-we see analogous thematic activity in drawing in ,"primordial circles", in clay "snakes", in language and in

soft toys as so-called "pivot grammars" -or
"transition& objects". As an aside one might

Little Willie fell down the elevator
They didn't-find him 'til 6 months later.
When-they-found him
AH the neighbors shouted and said
"What a spoiled brat that Willie is."

argue that the -apparent egocentricity of-chi/d-

hood; the Piagetian centrations; are used in
these-expressive worlds of drawing; clay, language and toys as a preliminary kind of Objectification. But the centration lor theme) is here in
the-- expressive- -world located- m-the- central
objectified action of a toy; a drawing or a story

(SuttonSmith_84 Abrams._1_978):_ _

One could well see some adults resisting
listening to young children's relatively innocent

sounding stories because of their apprehension that thereby ;hey would be encouraging
later -nons-ense -They-mig_ht -argue that they
had enough disciplinary problems with

act or-story character, In these_terms "theme

dren's verbal play without giving them any

(Gombrich :1979). Still the child is as much

and variation" is a primordial principle of
expression for subject object relationships just
as it has been held -to- be- in the-history of--art

encouragement.

involVed with- affect here- as with ideas, which
makes the term theme andvariation perhaps too
pallid for our need. We might perhaps_speakof
vectors and their variations in order teil-mply the

EArly Stories Have Highly Repetitive And
Vectorial Structure
Apart from our dis-ease with sound; young
children do not structure their stories-as we do,
When is another source of unfamiliarity to us,
With SOund as their skill, and adult theatric or

motivation: that: children have for being con-

i

8

cerned-with- falling or bun.ping or-being on the
train track: If we ask what kinds of vectors one
finds in these stories they are usually (at least

the oft repeated ones)
from the-childls
own vivid experiences. What is repeated over
and over in the stories ure such phenomena:as
"falling down"; "being l)Amped", "being on the
track'l, phenomena that we can :assume :the
young children find -diseqUilibratih4-iii theie

Early Stories Are Ottenpuite 14iosyncratic
In addition to finding early story structure
somewhat-unintelligible in :adult terms; many
early stories are quite variable in their Manner of

eXpression. Just as young children learn and

express language in variable ways, not all
proceeding along the same pathway, so-it ia

everyday life: the dangerous; the violent and the
deprMnglArnes-, 196Eil In ourown longitudinal
Case, (Magee and Sutton-Smith, 1983) theChild,
When She finally told a story,:injected the:theme
of biting someone, a real-act tde Which She had
often been scolded and had often enacted in her
play, and-notmetaphorized as a cat:biting a_bird,
whi:ch was not, however, a stOry She had be-eh
told
In the above example of -the "falling down"

With-StbrieS. This has been best illustrated for
me by the work of Ellen -Brooks (1981) who
stUdied :the _narratives of a group of mentally
retarded children Over a one year period. Their

mental :ages were about four thfoup- seven

years. They constantly mixed together personal
narratives (about the real-events of their own
life) with fictional narratives (about characters
in stories). More interestinglyithey _seem to get
hooked onto the markcirs with-which-we con-

we also notice _how the power of falling
dOWn- is metaphorized as 3: choo choo train
falling out of the sky. Our vectors arburid-Whith
theSe repetitivei theme and variation prosodic

veritionally begin and enthstories; such as:
"Once upon a time", ai=d "They lived happily
ever after". The latter waz: probably a reeuft of
the teaching technique which involved not only
being told stories, but also listening to them on
innumerable audio and video recordings.

stories are toldthen-are undoubtedly metaphors derived from pi ior vivid experience. In the

Stb4le-t-they are not unlike the enactive
metaphors of play which may well be their
source (Vebrugge,_ 1979. )

Orientations
"T-his_stbry called about Cinderella
Pictures by Jimmy
Pictures by Paddy
Once upon a time there was a little girl called
Cinderella
Once-upon a time there was a nice girl called
Cinderella
By Timmy
The end."

In sum,--we- see- that what we have called

verse stories do indeed have their oWn mThiature-pl-Ot. They- center: on_certain climaxes in
the child's life. They make the "climax the center

of the story without the usual ingredients of
beginning, middle-and ending. Disequilibrating
events are everything, These events- are- repeated endlessly in theme and variation form;
line after line. BUt in presentmg this central
meaning:and structuring it as a syntax of repetition, veCtor and variation, the child embodies it
all in a prosody of performance, the way she or
he- has :heard others indulge jn the expressive
life of play or reading.-EXcep-tin-the child's case
it is the prosody_ which is foreground and the

Personal Fiction
Once upon a time
I go kill robbers
And I kill them
And I OA them in jail
And I put them in the truck
I kill the bad robber
I kill the beeS
And I went to the dentist yesterday
M9 riarte iS Jimmy.

syntax and-semantics whichisre in the background. at least relative to adult versions Of such
performances.
It is true that -those -very iyou-ng children
have scant control over the information that you
or I woUld-like to hear and know nothing about
introductions, explorations and chi-eh-tali-brit to
the listener as_they proceed (Tripp and Kernam,
1977), Instead they seem to be c-arried along by

1979

Borrowed Plot ihjilafor Variation
Once upon a time there was threedoga

the_ poetic power of their own vectorial

Baby dbg, middle sized dog and great big

performanCe.

Daddy Dog.
9

11

tive vectorial cycles, to chronology, to plot.

They got to live in the cold cold winter
So they went for a walk.
And Goldilocks came

Between three arid seven years children live in a
textual world that is between the prosody of the
first three years-and-the prose -plot-Of- school

And sing a -song

children: Consider again, for example.the very
first story that I gave you, by the:four year old.
Theperformance is-now not Simply signalled by
various prosodic:devices of rhyme and alliteration, although there can still be elements of

"rm going to eat the dog food
Oh rm going to eat the dog food today
la la la la la"
And she ate the dog food:
Mmmm that tasted yucky:
Mrnmmm
that tastes soggy
Mmmmm
Mm-mmrn-.

thesr, (note the line fonnztion). Undoubtqdly
the intonations are still there but in addition: Ore
story-itself in literate societies is-e-,uclly-in the
third person (Sutton-Smith & Heath; 1981) not
in the firstperson as is often:the case with very
young children, and is usually centered around
the actionsot some central character ("ababy7:
a -"-dragon",-etcv) of- a-clearly -fiCtional kind:

that tastes too wet:
.. that tastes too salty

This is just right:
Then the 3 dogs came and they walked in the
house.

Sombody's been eating my dog food
And hereshe is
And Goldilocks died
And she fell on the ground
And the 3 dogs ate it up
Tape recorded

According to the Scollons; (1981) making the
characters fictional and putting_theiracfionain
the past tense much more clearly distances-the

characters froml the :storyteller: giving him
oreater free-Ai:3m from-the constraints of every-

Movie-Camera
Record player
Book
Workshop
And the Children's workshop on Channel 12
And dorYt ever do-that again
So snip snap alligator

day life and; therefore; greater ability to manipulate the elements- of this symbofic vehicle.
The presentation of the self is now manipulated
dramatically through the performance :and is
not -submerged in its- prosody. -In additiOn,
towards the end of this period some children do
not just use the initial and- terminai markers
(-Once upon a- time; and The end) to- sign&
beginnings and endings: they :may add role
markers such as "That was good one," or"This

That tale's told out (from Tne Three Billy
Goats Gruff)
The end

will be a long one"; indicating on evaluative

Early Storift Do Not Have Proper Plots

Without realizing

it

distance from the matter at hand. As we noted in
her- study-of -mentally retarded children-learning

most of us are

thoroughly _learned in the hero tale. This is:a
major narrative and ideological creation of city

to tell stories: Brooks found an unusual ten7
dency to exaggeratethese markers as if needing

narrtely that entrepreneurial;

them as a crutch to clearly indicate that -the
storeller was-in possession of the-tale (1981).

achrev rag-or herorc -figures face-tasks, overcome

great odds: defeat the enemies and end by
being victors_ of some sort. There are many

Oh-the syntacti Cleve! story le-n-gth increase-s

enormously facirtated by all the parts of speech

cultures which lack this version of story telling
(Abrams Land Sutton-Smith. 1977);: and:young
children in our society take-about the- first ten
years of their life to acquire it completely:
Stories by 2-7 year olds are typically repetitive.
line by line, prosodic stories of the first three
years of life, After the age of four they begin to
take on-a more-sequential rather- than-a-repetitive form: There is a sequenceof events: though

with whiCh the child becomes familiar during
these years; particularly conjunctions (arid,
then; etc.):,: locatives (in. over:, on;-: up, at, on top
Of), the latter, '.isuallyserving-t0 take the place of
any larger delineation of the situation: dialogue:

causal statements, possessives, adjectives,
comparatives. and so on.

On the semantic level disequilibrating
eVenta and --reversals (-the- pooping dragon)
continue to be central to the stories in a vector

one cannot yet say there is a proper plot. So _in
story plot development we proceed from repeti10

and Variatn- Style. -HOWeVer, Unlike the earlier
stories, characters are now fairly constant. In a
Sense there has been a change from disequilibrating actions with incoriStant Characters-(see

similar_ to the confession in church or therapy
where-the accounts themsekes donot resolve
the problem; but the blesSing-tif-the counselor
does. Hyme's quote from iCassirer may be relevant here: "In Speedh and art ... individuals do
not simply sharewhat they already poatets; itis
Only by Vit-tue of the shanng process that they
attain what they posseSs."

the earlier story on falling down) to constant
Charatters and Variable ebtions. Again whereas
the earlier stories were a succession of distinct

if similar episodes, now vve get at least a
chronology. The episodes-ha-ve a-certain temporal sequentiallty even though there is no fully

(Hymes, 1981, b, p.9)

deVelciOed_ptoL

ever the texts increasingly carry- their -own
resakitiOns in tie content of _the story itself,
rather than relying upon-the One-mance context alone for that absolution from fate u-n-

In the stbriet Of these older children, how-

Still what is most to be emphasized Of this
four to seven:year age period is that the storytellers are able tO- enact -Or dramatize their
stories as they proceed by gesture and speech.

hinged. And yet AS Many have shown; although
the stories of these older children ca-n thus be
Made to speak for themselves the story tellers
also have all the verbal deiritet of turn taking,
argumentation; teasing; rebuttal, introductions,
asideS,
baCkground summaries; morals;

Thete draMatib elements derived _from
children's play, which is more advanced than

their narrative, gradually take the_ place of
prosody as the majbe integrator Of the performance (Bretherton, 1984). It is mimicry,
parOdyi -and the firm stance of storytelling

scandalous content; evaluatiOna, dramatizations

authoritative role that enables the four to SeVen
year old to carry :through.

ahd prOsody to keep their: audiences under
control and in -ari -appretiative state. In: older
children stories are performed with control of

Ftom eight to twelVe- years there is considerable development though I will not say so
MUcheboUt this age group as it is much better

both rtianaernent and matter. Here.are four
stages of plot control illustrated With stories

covered in the available literatures (LaboV, 1972:
Peterson& McCabe, 1983; and:in my own work
(1981)1 . The sengeof a protted md6-, becomes

(Sutton:Smith, 1981).

increasingly clear after the age of eight yearr
There-is Still the same central complication but
it is dealt with in a resolute manner rather than
simply being stated or_repeated or varied endlessly and- unresolvedly. -In our plot analyses

VEL I (No response to -behind)
The most common response at this leVel,
typical of five to seven years, is that the subject
is threatened or overcome by-a monater or there
is some lack or loss to which no response is
made. In a feW caSet,-we are only told of the

(1981). we borrowed a system from the Marandas

(19701-Whith they in turn borrowed from Levi
Strauss (1963) whose basic theory Of tobial
structure was that it rotated about human con
flict In these tenta -the initial Concern of our
infants with disequilibration and the concern of
our older age children with villainy and deprivation are instances of this larger tOcial-teridency
to use _expressive media for the resolution of
conflict. At the earlier leVelt, the mere symbolization_of trouble (falling down) is apparently a
kind Of retOkition because it is, after all, per-

presence of the monster with some -implied
threat, or someone else is hurt orwe are scared

or the monster is described. One thinks of
paralysis in the face of fear when seeking the
biological counterparts of this response.
(11)-

This is a story about a jUngle. Once Upon a time
there was a jungle. Thez.e were lots of animals,
but they Weren't verV nice A little girl came into

the store_ She was scared Then a crocodile

formed ii front of an audienCe WhO if they erijOy
the story, in a sense help the performers in their

carne in. The end. (girl, age five.)

transformation Of life events to symbolic ones.
The performance then becomes the resolution
even if the story content is not. Perhaps this is

(12)

The boxing-wb-eld.- In the middle of the morning

everybody gets up, puts on boxing gloves and
11
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fights, One-of the-guys gets-socked in the- face
an_d he starts bleeding. A duck comes along and
says, "Give up." (boy, age five).
LEVEL II (Failure)
The predominant responses here are those
of escaping or being rescued: The monster may
be attacked but the attack is not successful. In
this subject group, so-me children convert the
monster _into_ a benevolent creature: One may
Loin with-him-in-attacking others, or simply make

him a nondangerous entity. On occasion, the
benevolent monster has to persuade the mother
(now the negative force)-that he may be-taken

into the:home quite safely. Unlike most fairy
tales-and folktale-a there is little reference in this
group of stories to the interference of magic or

luck, an indication perhaps of the inner rather
than outer direotedness of this partioularpopuLation. In mostcases; those who rescue do not

It -should be noted that in the Henry Tick
story. Henry escapes his various dangers: but in

no way nullifies them. They still exist and may
well return.

LEVEL Ill (Nullification).
At this level, the story's central character is
successful irt rendering the threat powerless-in
some wayor in overcoming whatialacking. The
enemy may withdraw: The nullification: of the

threat may be done by the good services of
others, as in the following story of a pussy cit,
who gets separated from his loved:ones but
finally. after-many travails, once again absorbe,'
into a loving family:
(14)-

succeed- in getting rid of the original threat

A story about.a pussy cat
There was-this old cat. It-was-wander-in around
the..streets and had nowhere to_ live; it was
pregnant and it has nowhere to stav to have its

either, so that these are Levei II responses.

babies and then it ran into another cat. The

(-13)

other cat said; "There's a burnl7out house where
you can go and have yourbabies.-"And-she said-,

Henry Tick :
Chabter LA few years-ago Henry Tick lived in a
hippy's hair but he got a crew cut so Henry had
to move. He went to the dog pound but it was
CloSed. He went to the-pets-hop-but it was closed

too. Finally he fi7und a nice baset hound: So he

moved in. He got a good job at the circus
jumping 2 inches in mid-air into a glass of water.
One day he jumped but there was no:water:He
was rughed to the-hospital. They ptit 12 stitches
in his leg. Well, he never went there again: The
end.

.

"Where?" "Down the road and turn _left:" Two
months passed and she-had her babies. She
died, it was_wintertime. All the other babies got
took :by someone _else_except one little _baby.
This -baby was frozen.- S-he- hardly coul-d move,
She got in the warmest spot: Someone dropped

something out the-window and she took it and
made her warm. She got very sick. Someone
took her: irt and made her better. She was a
playfjl kitten S-he -knocked over so -much-stuff
and they were too poor and no one to give it to
so they let it go in the street. It was springtime.

She-was -able to eat again. And she was
Chapter II: One day Henry Tick was walking
down-the street When he was al-Mott Stepped on-.

He was so startled he jumped in the shoe! He
was in the shoe for about 15 minutes when the
person took off the shoes and put them ir the
closet. Henry jumped out andran into the next
room-which happened to be the-bathroom. He

jumped into the toilet; by mistake of course:

wandering around looking fos a home to stay in.
Once in a-while-ahe-vvouldsee another- catand
play with it: And sometimes people would hold
the little kitten. The-kidswould ask their mothers
if they could keep it but their mothers would say

toohard to keepa little kitten: One day
this little girlcameover.-Shehad o ne-oider sister
and one baby sister: She was 10 years old: She

Henry almost went down the drain.

asked her mother if she could keep it.- Her
mOther said, "No." The girl's name was Lisa

Chapter III: Henry_got out of the toilet. The first

Lisa was gonna_be 11 in two days. Her-mother
did riot-know what to-get-her for her- hirthday.
She put it in the box and cleaned it and gave it
food went to the pet store and got a cat box and
wrapped it. It was Lisa's birthday. Lisa thought it

thing -he did was wash. He found a damp

washcloth in the sink: He wiped himself
thoroughly and then dried off. He went into the
next room and watched the football game.
12
(girl; age 10).

was an empty cat box and wasisti,rting to cry,
but when she opened it she was glad and_the
little girl took care Of it and fed it milk and food
and tha little kitten lived with Lisa happily ever
after. (girl, age 9)

over andsaid. "Hi, what's your name?" She Said,
"Latita Sinch, what's yours?" "Harold Hoot." he
said: Then he said,_"HOW lOrig have you been

working for the airlines?" She replied, "TWO
years-and Se.fen Months." Then they started

talking about where they liVed and Other things
like that. Then:a little baboon said; "Hey, would

LEVEL IV (Transfotmatibti)
Li
At this level the danger is not only removed,
there is a complete transformation, so that there
is clearly no possibility of this threat_orithiS latk
returning again. In the following example; the
ten-year-old writer haS attbry in three chapters.

you stop it With_the,lady and let her do what
sr,
supposed to be doing." Then Harold-got
Mat ahd Said, "Shut up, you litt baboon."
Then '3obby said,"Hey, are you sout,ding on my

The first: chapter has a level II ending. the

kind? How dare you." "Oh; Bobby, butt out of
this,- Hai
replied. Then the little baboon

(15)

said. "Shut ti p. you overgrown owl." Ti len they
really Started at it. They were throwing pillows
and suitcases at each-other and cursing at each
,ther. Then Harold gave him a good Sock ih the
face and that WaS the end of the adventure.

second chapter has a level Ill ending; and the
final chapter has a level IV ending.
Chapter 1: Mr: Hoot and the Married Lady
One night Mr. Hoot was sitting in:his house
thinking why he never-had ariy ft.M. He Said to
himself, "Maybe 'rn too shy:" So he said to
himself again that he-was going to: go out and
get into mischief: He got on his coat and otit on
his contact lenses and he was off. There he was

Chapter 3. Mr. Hoot Gets Married
Once Harold WaS sittihg _in a restaurant at _a
table all by himself. Then he noticed a female
Owl sitting detWn by herself. Mischievously he
walked over and asked her what her name:was.
She said. "Mary Gline.:" Then Harold thought for
a moment and said, "Are you the girl that broke
her wing when you were nine years old?" Then
she taid,,"Whats your name and how did you
know about my wing?", "Well." said Harold, "I

strolling from bar te bat At hit fifth bar, he

decided to have a drink: He pounded on the
table-and-said-two martinis on the rocks. While
he was waiting for his two drinks, he-tbOk Off hiS

shibes and socks and picked his feet: Then he
got his drinks and- chUg-a=ltigged them down
the hatch. After t.is drinks; he saw a beautiful
lady in the corner of the bar, So he went ever to
-ter and said: "Can I buy a drink?" She replied.
'No, thank you. l'rn not finished with this one:"

knew about your wing because your name
sounded very fathiliar. so I thought back to my
childhood and remembered a girl named Mary
bretke her wing, and my name is Hart:A.1 Hoot."
Then she said, "YOU Were the kid they:called

Then she said, "Aisyway. please. sit down and we
mill talk."

Hoot the Toot," "Oh yeah." Hatold
forgot abblit that._" Then they started to talk
about their childhood and ate dihner together.
After that night they went out to dinner, to
,novies and didilbtS Of Other things iike that.
After about a year they told their parents they

A big guy walking out the men's Morn came
)ver to Mr: Hoot and said, "Are yeti feeling with
ny wife? How dare you." and picked Mr: Hoot
jp and threw him Oh the ground. The moral of
he story isyou can't tell a married lady from a
;ingle lady.

were gOingtb get married. Their parents agreed
and they had a wedding. They had the most
beautiful wedding you can imagine. For their
honeymoon they went to Niagara Falls. Then
after that they settled down in a nice house in
Poughkeeptie an0 had boys named Bobby and
Peter. Last and not least, they lived happily ever
after. (boy, age 10)

hapter 2: Mr. Hoot and the Stewardess
Once Mr, Hoot was sitting in the bar with his
riend Bobby the Baboon. They were discussing
oiti-g to- Hollywood. Mr. Hoot said to Bobby;

Let's go next week." So they made _all the
rrangements andhefore they knew it they were
n the-airplahegoing to Hollywood. While they

fere on the airplane, Mr. Hoot Saw this very
ttractive stewardess. So Mr. Hoot called her
13
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shows that the bulk of what that teacher had to
say was of pedagogical or couseling character

We -Ate Not Happy With The Perverse
Content Of These Stories
Bad enough that the stories make-sound
and don't make sense; that they include and
develop into sounding nonsense; that they are
repetitive and idiosyncratic in nature; that they
have no plots. My many examples have also

rather th-an being about the- sto-ry
(Cochrane-Smith, 1984) We use stories then for

ideological indoctrination, not for encouraging
child expression. Why should we listen to their
stories when we have a quite different purpose
for stories in mind?

sh ow nyou that they are full of perverse content.

The Changing Role Of Narrative in Science

They may be funny, but they are often hardly
respectable. Whatever_ else mighl be said for

To this_ point ;have attempted to explain to
myself and-I h-Ope to -you. why it is we won't

these stories many of us would be uncomfortable with their content; and would not seek

listen to children's stories. I first became
interested in: children's stories as a schoolteacher, and used them extensivelv-m -encouraging writing in the 7-12 year old school-

to encourage- childre-n--to--tell them-, either be-

cause of personal distaste or because of our

apprehension that we :would incur: worse

trOUbles with administration or parents if we
did: If you have any doubts about what: some
children will do -When -they -are free to tell
whatever stories they wish; then I refer you to
the :study did with David Abrams where we
centered-our attention exclusively on the most
"perverse": of these stories. (Sutton-Smith &

children whom- I taught (1953). It _has always
been a puzzle to me why more-teachers did not
make use of children's very natural interest in
telling stories. My own airn- was- -ultimately to

Mvolve children in writing stories in order to

I

acquire-many of -the poetic or prose-skills that
are an essential part of schooling. For the various
reasons I have-outlined here; I- have felt-until
quite recently --t-hat -this kind Of- proposal ha§

Abrams. 1978)

Clearly it takes courage to listen to

children's:freely told stories and to encourage

beenmore or less void with most teachers:
But -the world changes-. Recently there has

them-. For this reason most parents and teachers

in the past havepreferred_not to either listen or
to encourage them.-Or alternatively, if they have
listened or encouraged they have insisted on
considerable circumscription of the degrees of
freedom granted the Children in order to bring

occurred a remarkable shift_ in the attitude

the stories into some consistency with local

help to form

towards stories in social science. -It has come to
be-realized that-stories-are notjust secondary or

expressivefunctions of mind, (Pitcher & Prelinger, 1963; Ames, -1971) but tha. they actually

mores.

We Use Stories for Pedagogy Not For Free
Expression
A major reason for not listeningto children's

(Bettelheim, 1976; Gardner,

memory for sequences of events and st-bries
about eventi.._ V an they.: _ate :in _sorting:out

stories is, of course7 that the major usage-of
stories hy adults is to teach things to children;
not_to_ encourage their own free expression.
Analyses Of Children's literature indicate the
great extent to which this has been dornestk
cated over the-years- tO -contain the kind-of
socializing content; of which the adult popu-

categories-and-I Jgie,-(1984).- This revision of our
sense of childrE
competence is bound to lead

in turn to a more ac!ive pressure on schools to
pay more attention to children's story-telling.
Row we solve the_various problems in _our own
attitude§-, Which I have outlined in this paper, is
another question:

lation could approve. (Zipes, 1983)

-----E-ven the supposedly spontaneous tales
collected from:the folk.Iike those_ of Grimm;
were subjected by the Grirnms -them-selves-to
the same kind of idealizing process: (Ellis; 1983)

Furthermore, an analysis of a teacher telling
StoriaS to young children in nutSery SChool

it

1971).:Bruner,:for, example.: has contrasted our
logical mind -(th-e one- stUdied -by Piaget)- with
our narrative mind; and pointed out that children
are much_ more capable atan early age in their

14
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PLAY: THEORY AND PRACTICE
Brian Sutton-Smith, University_of Pennsylvania
Fifth.Annual Cpnferenceion EarlyiChildhood..Education
University of Minnesota, Duluth,- Sptember-27-28, 1985
The Child's View of the World: Stories and Play
board," some of which he spills- on various

Prefatory-Remarks
Usually w len one is asked about theories of

occasions. As an aside, it is not hard to conceive
the therm° nuclear zero sum garrebeing played

play_ it is appiJpriate tc talk of Freud,: Piaget;
Berlyne, Bruner, Bateson and llygotaky, and
then to see if one can find any practical impliCations from what they say for early childhood.

between the Russians and the Americans in
these terms:We are all pawns due for a spilling
in that great game;-but still-most modernsdon't
mean that-by-the p-hrase: "-Life is a game."
Nor do wehave in mind:the brutal; obscene;

The-problem- wit-h that_ approaCh -is -that -an Of

these writers are relativellt ethnocentric and
unconcerned with the -history of the subject
matter. They study children in therapy or in

but vital games of the middle ages as noted by

Rabelais (1532) and as commented on by

laboratortes;: a:most modern set of conditions;
arid- ar; we at-their-generalizations -therefrom
What the subject desperately needs; however; is
a_ leavening of history and -anthropology. For
play is as much a product of the historical and
cultural views that we:bring to it as it is of what

Mik ha;I Bakhtin (1965). Nor even do we mean

w e see children doing in-front of oureye-s.-1-mUat

17th-century genre-painting-as- only-a representation of negative attitudes towards the dis-

the- moralis-tic attitudesto g-ames that- have
characterized the times between then and now;
For-example, we don't tend to see Breughel's

Children's games as only a commentary on
idleness and folly (Snow,:1983). Nor see Dutch

warn the practioner; therefore; that the course
that I am- about to take will be far ranging and
possibly tedious, but I guarantee that in the long
run it will have more-important practical implications foryoung-nhildren'a- play,-than-will any

sipation of life in brothels, where one passed
part of one's time at dice or backgammon or
cards; or see pictures:of ice skating:as only_a
rep-resen-tatior ofthe slipperiness of life,-or see

other more orthodox "theoretical" approach

hoop playing as a matter of running after

that might take.
I will begin by examining some of the widely

nothing of substance; or see riding a hobby

contrastir,g viewa of play and games that are

1884).:

currently available-to us,- and -then will proceed
to deal with play and then with games, both of

game:- Do we mean what Dutch historian

horse as a symbol only of deception (Wheelock,
What then do we rnean by thephrase life is a

which are relevant to us Under the headir g of

Huizinga (1955) meant-in Homo Ludens that the

play t -will deal with- its idealization as freedom,
as creativity and irnagination;:as mastery and as
collaboration. Under-the heading of games I will
deal with the malediction of games; with games
as irrational; as deceptive and as physical conteat. -As --I proceed -I will- consider- relevant
applications:of each of these points to the play
of early childhood.

play forms-- of contest underly the forms- of
culture: Do we: mean what anthropologist
Clifford Geertz in- the -"Balinese Cock Fight"
meant that the inhabitants of a society take
"reading of themselves fromtheir own games

Introduction

those higher quality experiences(the flow); that
games often best exemplify (1977). Or dta -we
mean more cynically with clinician Eric Berne in
Games-People Play, that life is a collection of
games that we use to deceive others and reward

(1973).-T-hey-use-the games fOr-self -interpretation. Do we mean what psychologist_Mihaly

Csikszentrnihalyi seems to- imply in Beyond
Boredom and Anxiety_ that life is a search for

14 is popular modernconception-that life is a
game: Just what sort of a game life is, however;
is open to question. We probably don't mean as

the Greek Philosopher Heraclitus said, "Lifetime is a child at play; moving pieces on the

ourselves (1964). Do we mean even what
16
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Michael Maccoby:says in his work The Games-

lightheartedness

man, that the most s-ucce-ssidl t-tylo 04 corporate

trifling:

management is that played by !he one who
models his procedures after those used in
excessively comoetitive games (1976)
;Clearly for an audience_ of _the:_present
cOn-fere-ncewhose rn-tereSts ere bY and large of a

practical nature: we probably mean none of the
above. :Play and games are:the phenomena of
early childhood groupS that We See iri frOrit Of
our eyes and that we wish,to manage positively
SUPPOted*we woUld prefer to begin bOr studies
with practical maxims about those behaviors.
What I will be :doing: here however, is: sug-!
gestingithat_we look at olay arid dameS-N-ot ali

languages bother to make this disbnction In
teritS bran 'Opposition along the following lines
Play
inform-al

unorganized
collaboiative
routines
aggregates
:1n-this-paper

detebticin and teJgni:hc)

taking risks
it is:even very di9erent from other kinds of

COn-te-pt8- fOr play that one finds used in
psychology:isuch as;
tension reduction
abreaction
arousal modulation
neural priming
Me-tancilit reCU-peratibn

need stimulation
heart rate :variability:
non prototypic variabihty
proximal zones
Variable-transforMations
self generative processing
fbregrounding
manipulat.on Of frarries
paradoxes_

Games
formal
organized

competitive
r uleS

teams
s_h to lopK at. the ;deolc-,..'es

_

behind this distinction which gives it the significance it has :begun to accrue in modern life.

Ott_ ett_. Suttb h:=S rn t h 1979)
NOW b-b-ViOuSly We have a potpourri in all of
this of causal inferences sOCial science . se-man-

I

will work firSt_with _play end -later-With dames-.

In their recent excellent psychological

tics. and _so on. all: of which gives rise to
considerable Sympathy with -the phitsopher

survey of the IL erature _on play. Kenneth Rubin.
Greta Fein and Brian Vandenberg (1983) SUM-

Wittgenstein (1963). He used games as a prime
eXample Of hiS view that there are:no ultimate
definitions for words: rio _essential Meanings.

marized : various dispositional. :observational
and contextUat apgrOatneS -to-the Ooneept of
play noting a:considerable consensus amongst
modern psychologists tnat play is:
intrinsically motivated
2. is characterized by attention to means rather

Different :words, he argues, have only overlapping clUaterS Of-reSerniblarites; only families

of meanings. For example: he says; we might

1

Call board-garrieS. Card games,:Olympic games:
ball games chess noughts and crosiSes.-rind=a-

than ends
3. is guided_ by organism dominated questions
4. isifoCussed_on_instrurnentatibehaviois
5: has a freedom from axterrially impOSed (Oleg

roses all games,:but this: does not mean they

have any one characteristic common to:all.
Whether you refer to luck: competition, skill Or

6. and involves active engagement by the

OretenCe, they do not have any one feature that
is universal. What actually h-appens, he says . is
that:we attempt to fix their meanings for our own
worldly ends by-draWiri:g-boundaries for special
purposes. It has served our purpos-e-to -call
bbard games._etc. all games in order presumably

participant
_This is a very different colligation than _that
offered_by:Huizinge (1955) in his etymological
surv y of the use of the word olay in a Var1et8t Of
land Jages:_Greek. Sanskrit: Chinese: Japanesei
Blac.,!not.Sern-itre,,Lati-n.-Romance Languages.

to distinduish _them -as-i_a group from other
grouping: of human activities; such as, e.g..

Germaric Languages; etc where he gives uS
list like tht following. Play is:

kitthen LitenSilS.
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coritestive
rapid movements
right engrossments
erotic dalliances
mockery and masking

Of course. his arc iirnent -depends upon
game :. being aiegitima;e metaphor for talking
about :;ords. But-What if games are an especially flexible arena of human connota*ron,aS at
leeSt tine-enthi oologrst has suggested saving
that it is easier acquire the:games of another
culture than to acouire their other culture!
features (Keeaing1960). If thisisthe case, then

words as such may be less labile:thin:Wit-

riateinsays. This leaves us however, with the

basic Wittgenstein postulate that there is no
essentialist meaning of the word game. pre:
suming the reality of game meanings follows
the rea.lity of games metaphorically. This
thebretital position; _however certainly dOea
not exclude the -possibility that for particular
places and eras; power hierarchies of a sacred
or politic-Ai riature_mayso draw the boundaJes
of usage than in fact the meanings of games
becomes essentially_fixed over a long period-of
time; The uSeges- of games may be relatively
prescriptive even though their ultimate semantics are nOt
My point today is _that:within Western
language usage the meanings of play and games

have been grOwing increasingly prescriptive
over these past 200 years. Furtharithat_these
presCriptiOns are of an:ideological sort of that
our research is defined by-these ideologies, not

simply read off ;the face of nature, as the

definitions provided by Rubin, Fein and Vandenberg might have led us to believail haVe in
Mind-brie-set of meanings emerging about the
time of the Romantic Period in literature at the
beginning _of the 1900's which are associated
largely with what_ the English call play; end
another_ set of meanings with:a Much older
hiStOrical lineage which are associated in English usage largely with the word game.

paidia for children. for plAy end for ball games,
in contrast to Greek usage of the terms agon
and atbiohlol gaeiles, contests, and competition:
In the hands of the Greek Philbaophero:of pc
seiien tip four hundred :the term for play paidia is

separated from the terrh agon _standing for
power and iiiolence (Spariosu, 1982).

-WhateVer, the origin, however; in Greek
epistemology. play, art and--literatu_re had in
general a secondary istatus as contrasted with
philosophy. logitand science, What happens in
the :Romantic period is that thiS -2090-:yeer
epiSterriOlogical deficit for play is to some extent
counteracted by the neW Status of play and art
(Sutton-Smith, 1984):
Ih the lete-Eighteenth and early Nineteenth

centuries what comes to bind- play ahd art
tOgether and to reverse :their epistemological
plight is the new status=giVAn to the function of
the human imagination: This reverSel be4inS
perhapS -With-the empiricist Hume's uneasy
contention that the mind Cannot entertain the
tbristancy of external objects without predicating such a -niental entity. All iwe know
perceptually he says of an external objact over
time is-A Ser
of discreet impressions: We do
not know that those impressions arise from a
constant object However; we pass easily frOni
such a suCCOSSiOn of iMpressions to the idea
that there is something constant behind-them.
and-thiS idea is not proviried by nature but by
ourselves: We not only feign-the idea, he says;
but:we believe it. Hume is forced logically_to
such a position thoUgh he is fuli of distaste for it:
He says, "I cannot conceive how such trivial
qualitieS of the fancy, conducted by such false

suppositions, can eVer-lead to any solid and

rational system." (Warnock, 1976,

:26)

Through thitobncession by the great empiricist.
however; the German idealists drove a whole
cerilbed of epistemological and apriori categenes of mind, inciticlii-4sornething to be called
tra Faculty of the Imagination. For Kant the
imaginatiOn is a mediating power Petween our
direct sensory knowledge and our more formal
reaSoning: powers, It is the imagination_ that
unites the two tOgetner. Inboth Hume and Kant;
however.i there is still a platonic-like antihOrny
betWeenirnagination that is "mere fantasy" and
the kind of imagination that we might today call
a "heuristic fiction." The first is "mere play" or

The Idealization of PlayThe major point to be made here isthat the

romantic MOVement around 1800 conjoined
with the prior Enlightenment -was responsible

foe arihribreasingly utopian and rational vieW Of
play; one that haa tome to dominate much of
20th century thinking about the sUbject -This
view COntraSts markedly :with the negative
attitudes to play generated by the Reformation,
though there is some historical continuity- at
least with the earlier Greek usage of the word
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fancifulness v hile the secondis the imaginatiVe
"aSir Whic-h lies behird all important concepts..
scientific: philosophical or etio_n rel-igibUt. The
modern recogmtion of the role of models and of

metaphors in Mir

c scientific presup-

positions is_a (atenextension of Kant's grasping

bf -the-essentiality of the imagination in all
understanding We first ptet-Uppote in our
imagination what we later proceed to investigate.
trt Kamistbrinulation both play snd art have

linkages with the imagination bit they are tiOt
the same thing. It is !Friedrich Schiller who is
usually given the Credit fbr Uniting the notion of
play with that of art: And he is usually read 88
saying-that the,play impulse- gives rise _to the
aesthetic impulse and that in WM-the aesthetic
impulse gives rise to refined moral Judgement,

His advoraty-Of huniari freedom and human
autonomy and human spirituality as baSed
th-e sequence of play art and morality was much

heralded in his _day and- haS b- the h g blest
expressionof tne role of play irtculture until the

writings_ of -Huizinga who says that culture
arises in and through the act of playing. The
association of art, of freedom of expression and
of the autonomy Of -the indiVidual arising from
largerunconscious or intrinsic soul ces through
the_-0-lay -impulse was a key _element in that

heyday of Romanticism Arid-Whet-her that

the one hand:Schiller appears to_give us the
causal sequence play-art-morality._Ori the other,
he also makes -;lear that he is only dealing with
play that is consonant with beauty. He lauds Ine
Qrc<=ks bloodless contests over the oladiatorial
COM-bats of -the Romans. anct explains the presence of Greek sculpture-as-dUe to their kind- of

olay.i When :he makes his often quoted Statement that "%Ian plays only when he is in the full
sense of the word a Man, and he iS Only Wholly 3
Map when _he is playing: (1965: p. 80) we need

to realize that this rs ncrt a statement jrist about
also about "the full sense of theiWOrd

Mari...th short the idealized mar who participates only in noble cOntest-S. Ha is an argument
only for a certa_in kind of aesthetic play, not juSt
for everydayi-Ohysic-al playi So Ideepite _the fact
that itis sometimes said of Schiffer that-he iS the
gre-atest advocate of the:play-art connection, it
is also true that he had_ in- mind only a more

refined kind of play. He was strictiy_conterned
with W-hat is poetic or heuristic in play and was

not concer ned with the crass play of the
peasants orthe streets.
In Education-the association of play_ with
freedom of expression is well known-in Varied
fOrrn-8- -in _the early :19th: century doctrines of

Rousseau. Froebelarid-_Pettalb±i. _In Rsy-!
chology, the notion of play and art aS fortria Of

almost extreme advocacy of the freedom and
divinity ofthei-Aeti8t--v,-as a reflex to the increasing industrialization of Europearitife-(the
Raymond Williams view, :1981) due to the political disenfranchiseme-ht Of -a generation of
intellectuals (the Arnold Hauser vievv. 1958) or
to _the, occupatibhal disenfranchisement_ of
artists themselves from their prior patronage or

free expreSSiOnenteredithrough the mi lcentury

writings of Herbert Spencer,- w hiqadopted
Schiller's notion: that such free expression IS
driven by an underlying a-urplus energy in the

child. though Spencer added evolutionary ftnpli
catiOnS to=th-e_ viewpoint. Spencer goes on to
declare that play and artiarei the same activity
because neither subserves: in any direCt way

academies (the Gombrich view. 1966) or a

the processeS:Conducive to life and neither
refers to ulterior benefitsthe proximate-ends
are
Only ends:(Spariosu. 1982: o 29)

dozen other_possibilitie8-,-there is no doubt that

Schiller provides the historical moment when
play--and art _a_ppear to be married. -with the

"Spencer is amongSt_th-e first influential scientists ihthe Anglo-American tradition to COnSider
play fit fOr scientific study.- (ibid p. 29)
With this kind of transcendental philosophy

image of their _marriage cernented-by idealistic

images of Greek bodies in Olympic contests
(play) anct_i_mGreek- SCUIptdre (art). The noble
simplicity and the serene greatness of CleSSic-al
art-(whicri was-in apparently mostly poor Roman

in- Mind a rereading of the Rubin: Fein and
Vandenberg definitions Which_also_stress freedom, autonomy: activity and deteChrrierit-frOM
life COriternt tomes as something of a surprise.

copies) was the Hellenistic reredos, or if you
will, Hellenistic metaphor for this marriage.
OnelOOk-s closely at Schiller it is clear

Developmental psychology,certainly_ prides
itSelf in general on its empiricism, but here We
have an apparently blatent example of the role

that the credentials for the marriage are-highly
ambiguous and suspect from the start: While on
19
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of an idealistic and transcendental inheritance

determining tne supposedly observed

studies of a modern playground will demonstrate
that play-is the culture oi childhood and children

phertomena.

will suffer greatly in order to be a part of U.

There is i! of course. much mcre to the

Freedom and intrinsic motivation are not

lineage than this The notion of the child-s play
as necessary for its growth as in Groos, or that
the- c-hild in play turns passivity to activity-in

especially charac-tenstic-of p ley

Freud; or that the child in play becomes the
master of his! experience _in !Erikson or the

childrel want to have it so much, they areforced
out cf per'scnol_freedorn into a kind of temporary
slavery-tb -those who- are running- the -gemes.
Play motivatiomwill take tr e player through all
kinds of herdships and unpleasantness in which
they would nOt engage if -it- was not-p-lay-They

asssociation of play and cogniti-on in Vygotsky
and Piaget or play and exploration in Berlyne or
play a-nd metacammunication in Bateson, can
all be seen as further positive interpretatiOns- of

play in. the modern social science tradition

u n iv-ersa I

perspective. In fact it is one of the immense,

social values of play that simply because

tional status-(Sutton-Smith, 1980). Just as Schil.7

may be free from their school studies at that
time.-or free-from their. parents or free from
boredom: but they are certainly not free from
the hegemonyof older children onof the rules

ler and Kant emphasized the ideat-side& play
and ignored rn.ere- play or "ignoble" _play: so

compulsion that the player repeats over and

Thereis no twentieth-century theory of play that

does not credit it with some worthwhile func-

insiSted-on by- their-peers. tri fact-play-is sucn a

dbes rnod-ernsociat science ignore Mat play can

over again the same themes as if_ he or she is
indeed riot free at all from their states of possession_ (Kelly-Eyrne, 1982). To play is to be

often be brutal or dysfunctional (Sutton-Smith
& Kelly-Byrne. 1984).
A number of ideological-dimensions-which
affect present day thought can be derived from
this complex of theories and studies.
Play As Freedom Not Contraint
"
Primary is he
view that p/ay is p articular
ma-nifeSlation-of- freedom, -therefore informal
a nd unorgan ized by
utsiders Definitions of
lay whicn emphasize the player's autonomy
responsivity to ntrinsic mativations
siduals! of romantic notions of freedom: Mcst
probably- -play s
eedorn"--today- derives pri-

o:
p.or

p-ossessed-ih-a-most fundamental sense it is not
to be free at all:
Given the way in which we have increasingly

donie8ticated childhood throughout-these-past
100 years. through schools; organized recreation, stititts. museums and television; freedom
is not always the most obvious characteristic of
modern childhood. One speculates. therefore;
whether our insistence-upon it-then-m-ay derive
from kind of a compensation to ourselves: Do

:

i--are re-

we idealize children's play e8 freedom !as a
rn
copensaton
for our own guilt in giving them
l
so little eeway
or alternatives to compensate

manly from the dui.lity of the industrial work
ethic, which inevitably ascribed greater pleasure
and a-sense of freedom or relaxation tb domains
outside of regular_ work: Play is one of these
domains-and hare it euphoria. Th e concept
of intrinsic moti vation is also an odd leg atee.

ourselves forria-ving so- Tittle?-1 have-no simple
answe: but I strongly suspect that these criteria

ss s

of- f7eedorn or intrinsic motivation are quite
ethnocentric and dubious as _universal insights

into the nature of play; despite their cultural

Innumerable studies demonstrate that such
motivation is nigber-in the-mod-ern than in the
third world, and greater in higher than in lower
socioeconomic statuses. All of whicn suggests
!

relevance to ourselves.

Play As -Imanation And Creation Not Mimesis
A second dimension comes tO us from the
philosophical conflation of art and ploy And the
imagination which_ is- sostra. gin 19th century

it as a kind of p8ychologicai relic of amateurism
Intrinsic motivation is something that one needs
wealth to-be-able- to-afford. Unfortupai.ely., in
world wide terms the extrinsically motivated do

thought, and has been reaffirmed in a,number of

rece-nt -studies- apparently showing positive
correlatiols between various measures of p-lay
and creativity (Lieberman 1_979) and between
play and tbe im-agination (Singer _1973). The
problem with these various associations 18 the

notseernto play any less than the intrinsically
motivated. And 11:is-to-near -studies -Sh-Ow -that

much of mankind's playing has been done
under sacred or obligatory circumstances. Even
20
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usual problem with correlational data. It does
rIbt Make clear what isithe cause of what. But

Play At Mpstery Not idleness

conflation between the imagination and imaginative play as :if ithase _are both the sarne
(Garvey: 1977) There is no ,need, however, to
'confuse the imagination with pretending. One
can imagineorenvisageaUkindofpOssibilitie s

psychological literature is on play as Some-kind
Of Ma8tery. One finds:it in writers as diverse as
Lewis:Carroll Roger CoilloiS.,Erik_Erik§on and
Jean Piaget (Bilake, 1974). This emphasts suggests a rationality for,play, which is certainly as
strong as the emphasis on play as freedbrn. One
SUSpeCtt_that play has picked up this Horatio

worse still there is ottehirt

as all arttsts and inventors must do without

be-Mg-at playAgain there is noneed to conflate

the exaggerative signifiers_ Of dray- Withthe
divergent signifiers:of creativity: as I have done

A third diMension !throughout the child

Alger theme from deep strands LotiWestern
individualism protably enhanced both by Ehlightenmeht arld Evolutionary ideologies Sup-

myself lb some earlie-r,week11966, 1967, 1968): Still the desire to see childhood as a creative
and iniaginative arcadian period is a firmigesture
in twentieth century thoUlh_t 88 eicerridlified

port for such a speculation might cOme from the
highly individualistic character of most modern
play theories. Theyare about individuals at play

such names _in children's literature as Carroll.
Kingsley. Grahame, POttee. Nesbit. Barrie and

COnatiVely be cognitively (Freud; Erikson, Piaget: Berlyne). These theorieS ace very seldom
about groups at play. Furthermore, it Can be

Milne, Since Wordsworth in literature an-d
Febebel in education, ithere has been a widespread notion that thildeen haVe-sorne special

access to fantasied things: Carpenter. in his
retant Worki-on children s :iterature Secret
Gardens: finds his reasons for all Of thiS in a-dUlt

desire to compensate for spreading industrialism -and_ work- place-alrenatiO7 etc (Carpenter. ,1985). Projecting such desireable life
altern-atiVe: into childhood :is our own escape
from their lack in_our own hVea. SayS Covenay
c1967) in his classic The Image of Childhood.
Although we may take_for_granted such associations, it is useful to remember that frOrri

and now they succeed through it affactiVely,

argued th8t a m-aloir trend in children's play Over
the past 100 years has beenaway from group or

street play, even playground play: towards individual and sotitary play with rational objects:
with toys and recently with videogames. -SiJrpeiSirigly:the philosophical antagonists Locke
and Rousseau both made a case against cok
lective play (Sutton-Smith: 1985). Achievement
in the mOdern-wOrld as: compared with the
mediaeval world is an individual rather than a

c011ectiveoutcome.1

1

Still even if that be the_ case why should

play be conflated with mastery or prOblem

ttnic_ times _onwards by contrast and more

08r-ticularly as a number of researchers

conservatively, the major- poSi-ti-Ve tticus made
between:play and life was on good mimesis or
gOOd-- intitation. _Play was viewed largely as a
conservative force. Play aS a seCO-t4dar_y -epistemology gained its vafue by its imitation of the
virtuous_life aCtivities about it, not by any Giver-

have found it empirically, Quite possible to

distinguish between mastery and play (White.

1975). or 0;0[0-ration-and play (l-lutt,i 1979). Why
canT a child's attempts at intell_i_gent mastery-of

the -0-riViebnment or of knowledge simply be
called mastery, Why m-ust-they be called play?
Or why_ must play be called mastery_When-S0
much 0f it iS Clearly only a pretense of mastery

gent departure _from them Again the Cross
CU-WU-ea-I evidence shows that the very modern

idea of an individualized imagination iä drOdutt

and an exhibition of the thpers ratk iot reaj
Mastery?! One suspects that an ideology Of
mastery like an ideblogy of freedom or the

of literate not oral societies in which the

imagination works- much more collectivelytn
behalf of group memory ant rhetorical lead_ership-.-The tmagination as we know it from ow
novels and our theaterSitS,a -Modern not a

ideology of creativity prevails and reflect§ the
wayS
_to think about childhood rather
than evidence that child-hood play is universally
typified by_these dimensions:
Play As Collaboration AndiCooperation
This leads finally to a fourth dimenSiOri foe

universal phenomenon (Sutton-Smith & Heath.
1981). Motor play-, ritual play and folkplay can
exist with little need for imagination

characterizing play now emerging strongly in
2

.

feminist literature, namely. the_importance -of
play as a_collaborative and informal r3ther than
-Cbri-testive and-iformal_undertakihg. Helen
Schwartzman; author of the outstanding work

on the anthropolo:gy of childrens play, for
examdle; PTO-tests stron-gly the male usurpation

f the word play for more structured and contesti,te kinds of phenomena and she insists that

much of the_ informal, fleeting.verbal and
collaborative play of women has as a result been
neglected -(1-978), Hinzinga,_ in :particular. is
scored for his view that play_must be a contest

end must occur in L aiiplace apart from the
ordinary_ CUrrentsHer, views bhi_vey
interpretation coalesce with collaborative trends

emerging from the cultural revolution:of the
1960's, in particular as found in The New GaMes
Movement where games; whether collaborative
Or COntettive,- are-played,in large grOups. With
whole families and always stressing the fun and
th-e -pleasure but never _the grimness and:toughness _which can also be associated with_ play
(:Fluegelman. 1976: De Koven,_1_9_78). We find in
these-two-rnove-rneht-s a d-efirute effert to couhter

life, from_ whichs_he coritItides-that play and
rec eation to which men have access and women
[ae:_gely dO ribt iS in ailarge :part: a magical

projection of what_men think of and-represents
men wearing the costumes of women in a kind
Of magical aphere-tO Whith women themselves

do not have access: Play on these terms is a
negative of modern:Jae; a reversible_ world,
heavily_ saturatecl With ideol-ogical- differences

between: men and women, of which coliaboratiOn and infOrniality are merely two dimenstons.

But even if none of these Speculations
about the ideological sources of_play as freedom:

c_reativity, _irriagi_hation= MaStery. problem
solving, as collaborative and informal_ are very
rmlysupbrtablë, much the same implication
can be drawn from _the_ COnte-Ms

W-h-ich we

confine modern children The domestication of
the _MOderri-,Cnild haS effectively led to :the
extinction: at least in those places. of muCh -of
the _brutal and obscene physical _play which
used to charactenze Childhbed. -It-has led to the

both the competitive and the solitary excesses
of modern play.

encouragement of play which is tied into eduinStrumentalities. and these are often

Two other feminist attaCka On play tbricepts are-also of interest. The first is that of

the major interest of_ _both the teacherS and-the

children's parents. It has been the praxis in
these educationally_arientet itiStitutions toconflate play with many other kinds of child activity
ahdiihtelogehte. including:mastery, problem

Margaret Tal-bOt in her Worneh-ähd Leisure who

argues that play has been largely a masculine
preserve and that throughout these:past hundreds of years women and _girIS -he-Ve little

solving: creativity: frnag OOOOOOOOOOO etcIn--these

access to major modes of recreation of any sort,
N-01-incon-si-s-tent with this_emphasis but more

constrained and supervised circumstances the
child, is _g-iVeri=8 lintilted range of choices of
materials and oehaviors wit_h_which to exercise
ts ILreadbrn. LA child who does not enthusias-

psychological in implication is the analysis of
Barbara Babcock, anthropologist and editor of
The Reversible worId-(1978)- WhOtbritendS:t hat

tically make these cheiCeS May evo-k-e-attention

many of the supposed charactcristics of play in
rirtbdern-soci-ety are actuaiiy terms for what is
feminine: Play, like womrmhood._ she argUes_ja
a lirninal or marginal area ofilife, usually studied

for:psychological counseling: Those who do
Make-the :chbiCeS-Will be seen_ to be _actively

engaged, intrinsically motivated and occupied
with a safe _and secure toy:world: where non
instrumental behavio-ts are all-that is desirable.
According to this analysis then we have on
our:bahdS an ideology of childhood and:there-

by marginal unorthodox schbiara:SUCh_ aS Bak-

tin, Goffman, Bateson, Geertz iit Turner. Play
as defined in cur masculine dictionlries
trivial
frivolous
immature
-childlike
narcissistic
nonsensical

All of these terms contrast with the seriousness of the male order of political and economic

ureaI

fore of play that it should be-free iin the

unnecessary
disorderly
indiscreet

obstreperous, lead to mastery and _problem

constrained :circumstances we provide; im-

aginatiVe and creative-rather- than physical and

WV-Mg rather-than inconsequential hilarity and
parody; be collaborative ratherthan competitive
and informal rather:than organized: While;_as

flui-d

open

free
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We have teen, cuch dimensions can have diverse

historicalOrigins, the current power behind thiS
ideology has to be our own:desire to control and

d-Omesticate cnildhood: Modern play-thebry is a

reflex of the Zddification of:childhood: And all
its_ :charming and idealiZed -at-pects are little

different horn _those we have attributed tb

women at their feminized best.
Unless it be thought that sur.h an- ideoiogy
has littletib dti With empirical work in play, cc!:
your attention, withoUt fir-ether -elaboration to
the eriVirical demise that has recently over-COM-6
the experimehtai-Work seeking to show that play
is an aid :to problem solvihg. Thete studies
:

began With the classic 1974 experiment of
SyIva; Bruner and Genova (Bruner,: Jolly
SylVan. 1976). and the apparent positive relationships haVe -recently been shown to be
atrributat:e to experimenter _beat. Experi-

mentert Sirtion _and Smith! (Smith: 1984) haVe
indicted this category of:ideological optimism
about play. Similarly the series of experiMental
studies On playas inducing alternate usages
has come to a similar doom onc-e appropriate

COntrOlS Were exercised for experimenter
effects: Once again:the_ experimenters were
ideologues of play's rationality and-Creativity.
As a partial -and :minimal test of these

notions my colleague Dr. D. Kelly:Byrne (1982)
Carried- Out a year long study in whiCh the
recorded her OW-hi play-with a seven year old girl,

engaging her about once a rliCinth- ih sessions
lasting OW fiVehours at a time, all taking place
in the girls chosen spot hee bedroom.: Her
in-teht Was to play with_the young girl ahd-tti be
her willing playttlate. The relationship was not
unlike that which takes placein play therapy
ex ept that-that was_ notits intent._ and she waS
an active participant rather than a therapeutic

Observer. At the same time she kept rioteS On-the
girl's home ahd school relationships with peers
and parents.

T-b -the "thick" individualized data that
emerged we can putithe question, tc what
e*tent was the, girl "free" to choose What-she

played, tO What extent was she imaginative. to
what extent demonstrating_ mastery._ to what

exte-rit- collaborative. Ostensibly she could

choose what she Wished_ -In fact.: she always
those a battle between good and _bad-Wibrrien
Her fantagieg, thoUgh freely chosen. were more
compelled by this peremptOry -Metaphor than
they Were free ranging. The compulsion Of a

metaphoric key was most evident (BUrke 1966).
In my study of children's free:), told stories-over
three years: I have found-the same outcome

(Sutton:Smith, 1981). Most children telling

freely told stories become obsessed with particular themes which they repeat and repeat
over tons periods of time. In being free in play
one is not free from private myths,

Eyen so. her accounting of thete battles

between po-werfirlivrornen was highly +maginWive. She used dozens of diPerent "voices" for
her multiple characters as we:l as many intricate
scenarios: She wa-8 a-highly literate child with

professiont parents who had -read to: her

extensivei:. Her characters were borrowed from

Greek and Norse myths Oh close analysis
however it became apparent that thrbUghout ell

of this she was tra-hsmuting with multiple

permutations the relative statLiS Of her mother
and her fat-her ih the family_scene. The mibthei

was the powerful one. and dominant women
We-re enacted throughout the first halt -Of the
year in Kingdomsii-ri Which the men had been
killecl oft As time passed, hOWeVer, males were
gradually reintroduced at _first in a depeodent
andsubmissive role and-theh later as distant but
pOtehtial lover.I.:It was a story in Which-her role

as the central Character was to kill those who
had murdered her father, the Kihg, And restore
peace-to the war torn country and be nice arid

caring of people. It Wat a variety of Lord

Raglari's_ The Hero (1936) over agairi. WhaI is
most striking s1he clear parallel between her
imaginative transmotatioriS and her own family
SCerie,:which is what we might expect from 50

years of psychodyna-Mic play therapy. and yet

continues to be neglected iri practically all
academic poychological work on children's
imaginations because they a-e6 seldom studied
ih- their appropriate contexts or giVehi _suf7

ficiently long terrtl--re-Wi in order for their general
themes to become explicit.
DOes- she gain mastery through thiS
That's too large a gueStibri to answer. First we
Myst ask whetherin the play the charattersigain
mastery over their-play crises. That she doeS.
Eut then this is Western Society in:which the
hero tale-dominates andheroic resolutions are
upposed to be achieved-in faritasieddomains.
Thejudgement from my story date ShOws that
children's storieS fOr the first seven years by arid
large do not have proper herdic resolutions, but
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th-atthe-s-e-develop after that age. Stories in non
heroic societies simply do not have these mas-

terful resolutions (Abrams and Sutton-Smith,
1977). Mastery then is_again a Western concept
of fantasy; reflected not only in our achievement

rilyttit Out also in the play theory of an Erik
Erikson:
Of course she was-only too happy to collabOra-te- With- Dr.-Kelly7_Eyrne as: her playmate.
Most children would welcome a drama expert aS
their playmate._ But given that acceptance she

dominated her unflinchingly throughuutit was
a totally assymetrical relationship with the_aduit
being:the almost_complete vassal of the girl_ as
player: The girl's role play -as-, a _pominant
Ouecnly woman was quite:rigid. In.ordinary life

situations however. with-Dr. Kelly-Byrne she
was quite submissive; allowing herself tO be
täeed foe and fed. AgaM this is not untypical of
children's play, which is to -a great- extent -centrally concerned with dominance relationships,
With theestablistiment of hierarchies and with

or professional sports; we are confronted with
thlt- hegemonious usage of the play concept in
Western Society. HtUzinga may nOt have been

correct to consider play dominantly from the
viewpoint-of play at cbritest but it was, as a
starting point; a very realistic statisticatbet. The
word idealized has a different connotation for
this group than wi_th the-p-14 groUp. In the latter

it stands for tender minded variables: children,
women, fantasy, etc. Here it stands for tougher
minded variables: prestige, heriais-M,-tharnpiOn=

ships, etc. The dimensions to be dealt with this

ti me are okittit-Which deal in ordcr first with
games of chance, second with strategy, third
with physical contests.

Games At Irrational
Man as the creature of irrational Gods is
strong in Homeric narrative. Games- of ctianc-e,
although nut universal; are widespread in human

societies, -usually associated with divinatory
rites and economic uncertainty; according 40
the cross cuftural studies of:John Roberts and

the nature of power. The theme Of arbitrary
leadership is very general in girls games

CO-AWOrkers- (Rbbertt-&-Siitton-S-Mith-, 1962).
They can vie with physical contests as amongst

(Mother May I; Redlight-Creepng Up; Statues,
etc.:: [Sutton-Smith; 19721); even though this
particular girl with her particular mother; may

one of: the most: primary_ meanings of: the
concept play And yet mOderns talking ab-b-Ut
play seldom have in: mind; !laking chances";
taki-ng -risks, -gambling and- acting- in other
irrational ways: I have just completed editing a

have been more obsessed With- the role- of
female control than many other girls might be:
Iri sUrn.- we see -that in this example the
player is free in order, paradoxically, tO be

Handbook of Children's Folklore and it con !
tradictscornplbtely-tha kind-- of- phenomena
discussed in Handbooks of Socialization:The
lattde, Written: by psychologists; are largely

obsessed, and the player is- imaginative only as
an agent working on family-issues of power, and

is masterful _only in terms of culturally given
theMes_ of narrative mastery, and is collabor-

concerned with society as an Enlightenment or

ative only.so she can use her playmate-to-e-xploit
tantattit excesses of dominance. The avoidance

gradually enculturated into the rationalities of

Apollonian concern in which children are

of these kinds of power- implications in most

their own society: My Handbook is almott

normative play theory seems to this writer to be
a woeful neglect of 50 years-of psychodynarnics
despite the lack of research-rigor in that- field,
and is -also sgbject to_the criticism of hopeless
romanticism, Modern play theory is still an "Ode
to Childhood:"

entirely about_ Dionysian:: children defying such
rationalitie.t -by plays_ Of__ protett, parody-,- ag7

gression, scapegoating; cruelty:. brutality;
humor,: Mocker, superstition,: sex play, toilet
lore; panty raids, slang, initiation ceremoniet-,
food fights, insults, camp songs; etc; etc, It is
quit6possibte-toiu-stify-th-e notion that much of
modern children's play is qute irrational despite
the momentum: of rational idealization in the
Rubin, Fein arid Vandenberg definition quoted

The Idealization and Malediction of Games
The idealiZatitin Of- COntettS Of -athletic
games orsports varieties is at least a 2;000 year
legacy in Western Civllization. Whether we refer
.

above.

to the Greek games. Roman _gladiatOrial_ COMbats, Tournaments, War Games of the,Blue and

the Red, the 8etimeue Ode, modern Olympics,
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:

--ArriOngtt hthrOpologists of symbolic lire
irrational; or deep play is sometimes given a
major role in cultural dialectics and seen as a
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necessary _kind of adjustment to irrevocable
socia-confiicts It is contended that carnivals
and games, because of their temporary reOrienting of priorities of social class, or psychological tontrtil systems, maintain the lamer
equilibrium of the society (M_urphy,:-_ 1971).
Babcbtk'S actount_ of play as a kind of "projective feminity" on the part of Males, which has
been described above, would be of this order.
Geert-Z-iS fanibus for his view that the irrationa!
and bloody gambling _genie- Of _b-b-ck fighting
arriongst the decorous people of Bali is a lesson

to those Whb participate about_ what would
happen if the whole society was allowed tb take
thit direction. He uses the word "deep" play in
the double sense,that in:participating one can

literally lose one's gambling shirt, but alto for
mtat pertitipants can become knowledgeable
about deeper truths of-their own society.
Oddly enough the concept of games of
chance exiStS -in _a _kind of orthogonal relationship both to tender hearted pAay tbritepts
and tough hearted games of contest; Throughout Western history at least, there has been
more legal restcictions on this kind of play-than
oh any Other, although:in many tribal societies:

particularly Amentan indian,-such geMes are
-clearly the :central kind of play: Bourueois
oppositiOn-tti -thiS principle of achievement
seems to be the major reason for so-muth ahti

garnbling, anti lottery,_ anti Bingo activity.
Despite the continuance of this opposition in
our own times, the gambling sector Of -the
American etonOmy is larger than any other play
sector, Surely, therefora-this must be a caution

ridtion of luck or fate as an instrument-Of hUtrien

achievernent or success is_ a oentral part Of

modern society: At least50-0/0-of persons in the
USA adMit to gambling at least once a Week,- at
least in a moderate-way,: according:to recent
surveys (McGurrin; et al:, 191341. Untold millions
also li-Ve-their lives according to the soap opera
and yellow journalistic urnagery of adventitious
Sticcess. It is of some import that we db nOttry to
make gaMes Of-chance an ideological model for
worldly success but they arenevertheless found
Mbat helpfuj by half the society in their attertirit

to get by. In arnes of chance:we have an

example_ of a game that is addittiVe, but of a
parallel ideology of Lady Luck; which is definitely kept back stage except amongst thoseof
loWer socioeconomic status (CaillOiS, 1961). By
contrast-4i Games of_Strategy; the ideology of
contest games; if anything, has become larger
than the games themselves:
In my prier apeech on stories_, I gave you
example after example of irrational Stbries told
by ;children. Here now is an example of the thild

needing to play in -its-own "irrational" way

despite :the mother's strenuouS -attertipts to
"rationaliZe" and make acceptable the young

child's activity: The example is from Judy Dunn.
Garry: (playing with a teddy bear)
He's-got-to have A rest.: He feels much
better now; Ted doee.-He'a eeting it up.
He'S gone to sleep :now: He's got hiS
pillow for his head. Night Night.
Mother: Have you read him a story?
Garry: Nb he doesn't want a story:

Mother: He doesn't want a:istory? Ooh; you

to those social scientists who would prefer to

have a story when you go to bed:Why
doril yougalyour caterpillar book and
read him that?
Garry: He doesn't want a story: He's asleep
now .. . Nbw has sitting on the chair.
'Cause he's one of the threateart.
Mother: 0-ne of the three hears? Where's their
porridge? HeresiG-Oldilocks._Look.
Gerry: This is
Goldilocks. She_ Went ter a
walk_And sat down there. And went for

define ptay Withblit any attention whatsoever to
such a very fundamental irrational component.
14OW tan play _be defined solely in terms of
intrinsic motivatiOrt,or-concerns with the means
and not the ends, for example, when ali vmeS

Of thahte -are based_ on the importance of
extrinsic motivation, the gettima of something
for nothing. Of ccurse one can prevaricate

.

about the ex:cite-M-6M of the event being its real

mean;ng and the outcome only itsjustifitatiOn.

a walk: And Big- Eath-er _see that

But there iS such an enormous difference

(krOwls). And hewent to bed with hiM.
And he went to Goldilocks.:And he ;
went inthat bed: And it was too little for
hint to's he could go:in it (growls). So
Daddy Bear tried Be* Bear's. Daddy

between games Of chance and_ games of skill,
that definitions covering only the latter are of a
bourgeolg ethntitentric character only. Despite

all the legal and other moral restrictiOns, the
25
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tried_ Baby Bear's. Now he's in Baby

tribet of IOW& general -complexity, a statistical

Bear's.-Baby:Bear's tired. Who's this he

finding which is supportive of our proposition

says (growls): I'm going-to wake her
up. And he smack Little Ted. Waw Waw
Waw. Smack -smack
He: cloesn't

want to go to bed a;;it more. He wants
tid go to:the toilet. He's doing weewee
on the floor.
Mother: He'd better not. Go and sit him on the
potty.
Garry: Hes done it: He's weeing onithe floor
He's weeing on_the floor :again. He's
done again and-again and again. He's
done it on±the floor He's done it on the
Sofa . .There'S Father Bear coming
and Baby wakes up.
Smack him! Smacked his father! And
he goes and
And Fatheriseys:That:s
my chair! (growls) And Smack! Smack!
Smack!
(Dunn:, 1980)
It is simply not possibie to deal with the very

young for any length- of_ time without realizing
that they must deal: constantly with hurts arid
urinappiriesses.:-with conflicts, _and with fofr
bidden pleasures; and that these-constitUte a

significant portion of their play with the

irrational. And just-as wed-ft-en won't listen to the
stories that they would like to tell us, so similarly

we would_ rather not know about this kind of
play: We would prefer to think Of-play problem
solving and as mastery of clean tasks; not as a
mastery of life's less tasteful desires and unhappy feelings:
Gsrnes As Deception
Games of strategy coexiSt statistically-with

about strategic games _as models of deceptive

power. IntellettUal rationalitatiens of deceprivenes nro knnwn tn uls in Eurnhean Socien/
largely from the time of the Renaissance and the

writings of Machiavelli (-1513), CeStiglibne
(1E28); but the same sense of human sophis-

titatibn- in Sobial dealingS is implicit in _the
parodies of those times by Erasmus (1509),
Rabelais (1532) and Cervantes (1605). In case
the reader should think cif thiS as a Vert/ Special
and limited case cf play, the English dictionary,
on the contrary, makes these kinds of elements
central to play's definition (Webster, 1961).
The player is not trustworthy:
He plays both endt againSt the middle
plays tricks
pleys on words
plays hub
plays havoc
plays bn#agai-ntt the other
makes plays for the opposite sex
plays second fiddle
plays into your hands
plays upon your feelings
playt Up to-you
plays his cards well
(Webster, 1961)
He is the player-Who sees life as a gamble:
He takes his chances
FindS the oddS itgainSt him
Has an ace up his sleeve
Is holding all the aces
Sees it as a toss-up
Knows how to play his cards right
W;11 win big:

Or is a real loser, but
Where is he when the chips are down
Perhaps he has-an ace in the hole
Or he is bluffing
Or is playing it close to the vest
Should he up the ante
Sweeten the pot
Stand pat
Or wait for the luck ot the draw
(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980)

higher levels of :cultural complexity; and_the
eXistente of specialized-social and occupational
classes; etc. Anthropologist Johh Roberts ahdi
in Our series of cross cultural studies were led to

suppose that they were mOdels- of strategy,
tactics and social systems which were necessary
when tribal-groups reached such levels of corn

plexity as to need training in the artifitesi:Of
military or diplomatic strategy(Sutton-Smith,
1972). Presumably strategy and deception are
as old as:human history; except that the cross
CUltUraldate-tin strategy games also show that
they increase linearly with cultural tomptakity.
There is more child training in trustfulness in

And-beyond -the dictionary, even in
children's play, if we may judge by our two most

repreSéntative, albeit anecdotal coliections,
English (Opie and Opie, 1968; Slukin, 1981) and
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American (Knapp and Knapp, 1976), samples or

my own analysis, approximately two thirds of

children's playtime- is-engaged in power
struggles and deceptions of one kind
or.
another.
-FUrtherrtibre. just as games of:chance have

entered into rational medern thought:in _a
momentous way as_the theory of probability for

Whieft they Were Paacal's orlginal model. so
games of strategy have had their momentous
impact through the Game theory of Von Neu-

mann and Mer-geriStern.:According to one
scenario our rational fi,issians and rational
ArrieritensAo about planni:ng their zero sum
games with minimax strategtes-,, hdping to
maximize their own gains at the expense of their
opperien#8,.Eri-OrMous time and effort has gone

into the predictive value of these and_multiple

co& kinds of game considerations in all bargaining situationS Whether th-ese_of_economics,

politics or war (Tedeschi: Schenker, Bonoma.
19-73) And-While most suppose that _mixed
motive games: even maxirnax games. are:more
probable than zero sum games as a metaphor
for world COriffiet, -no one seems to doubt the
value of strategic games of contest when tak:ing

abbiit hümàn affairs:(Schelling.11960). This is

the century when the -game of: contest and
related strategies came into their own as a
mataphor fee -the control of_ human affairs.
whether in war: business (Maccoby, -1-976),
0.Sythopathology (Berne. 1974), anthropology
(Geertz, 1973), sociology-(GoffrnarL 1974), education (Averlon and Sutton-Smith. 1971).
Aa Geertz has said in his commentary on
Goff man:

the image of society that emerges
frorri Geftiman's and from that of the
swarm of scholars who in one way or

use games as a model tor human affairs is that
the differenteS -bet-Weeri games and everyday
life tend to be oblivesced. Gameg tan heighten

rri-otiVeS and intensity of action by clearly
containing it. In garrieS ()teeniest one can allow
a blatant competitiveness and deCeptfon -because-the- rUlet are supposed to: prevent any
social breakdown from occurring. And although
such controls are not always successful by arid
large they Werk. -In eVeryday public :behavior:
however; where such collaborati6n is not :as-

sured there must be an enormous amount of
pettyfogging ritualisin -tri prevent disruption.

Goffman's astute writings of BehavicV n POblic
Plac-eS- (1973) shouhd convince one of the
irrelevance of much that iS said about games,
ineluding that of Goffman himself, to everyday
affairs. The ideelegy of the competitive game is
a foreign transplant when app)ied to family or
co-mmunity groups though it may indeed make
more sense in SitUatiens where others are
treated in relatively alien ways as instrurnents of
specifit_actionS, and the rest of their humanity is
disregarded: Perhaps the War Of ideologists we
are describing here between those who idealize

play and thOte- Who idealize games has its
center at just this point where the treatment of
human- beings_ as members of a community
contrasts so strengly With their treatment as
agencies of instrumental powers. eebriernit or
geverrrnerital.Play and games metaoh-drS then become
epiphenomena in thestruggle between WO-Men
and men, peaCe parties andiwar parties: ecol-

ogists and industrialists, ete. -Paradoxically.
gam-eS: Of chance which exist outside the
hegemonious deol-ogTes Of achievement do

exercise a greater autonomy as fOrMS-Of play
than de games of strategy, which are subsumed
to reigning ideologies, NiXeri-c-buld talk about
hiS gerne plan in Cambodia He did not adVecate
his bombing 68 a thrbw of the dice.
At the early childhood level it ts possible to
see the Seeds of the strategies which will in dlie
course become a COrnpidnent of many adult
kinds of playing, There follows three examples
in order Of the age of the players. They are of

ariether follow or dependon him, is
of an unbrOken stream of: gambits,

ploys.: ariifices. bluffs, disguises.
Censpiracies and outright impos7
tures as individuals and coalibonstif

individuals strugglesometimes

cleverly, More often comicaHyto
play enigmatical games whose

strUcture is clear but whose point is
not. (1980, p. 170)-

Clearly:no: theory of play is sufficient that
does nOt-take into account therol) of artifice
and strategy in human playfulness. What Is
perhaps lacking in these too liberal attempts to

increasing complexity and each involves: tt-ie
manipulation of one or more players by other
players. They ata-elehléntary lessons in learning the character of strategy
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(1-)--

(2)

Kathy. an 18 month old, was half sprawled

Girl (38 months).

1. Say, 'Go to sleep

across her -mother's lap, sucking- on- a small
block. A. 24 month old, Tasha..stood nearby
watching-them. Kathy's mother-pulle.d a block
from -Kathy s- mouth, s-aying-"Get that out-6f
your mouth.. Dirty Tasha hopped over to the
other blocks on the floor a few feet .away, got
one and placed it in her mouth_ as she approachedKathy's mother._She stoppednear the
mother facmg her apparently waiting-for hentb
pull the block from her mouth as she had done
for Katby. Kathy quickly approached, vocalized,
and-pUlled-the block from-Tasha's-mouth, then
backed away slightly, holding the block. Tasha

now '
3. Why? (Whining)
5: Why?
7. No, say 'Because.'

Royi(35 months).
2. GO sleep now.

_

4 Baby .
6. Because.
8. Because.
(E-mphaticatly)

(Emphaticali)
9. Why? Because 10 Notgood: You bad:
why?

12. 'Cause you spill

11 Why?

your milk.
13. No. '-ea-use
bit 14. Yes. you did.
somebody:
15. Say. "got to sleep. 16. Put head down.
Put your head
(Sternly)
down.' (Sternly)
18. Yes.
17. NJ.
19 No:
20. Yes. Okay. will
!

turned, got another block, placed it in her mouth
and approached Kathy. rathy approached and
vocalized, pulled the block from Tasha'simouth
and-placed-it in-her -ow-n- -mouth- Tasha- -gat
another block, placed it in her mouth turned to

I

spank_ you. Bad

look at Kathy. then stood, waiting.- Kath.y

21. My head's up.

boy. (-Spanks hen)

22. No. you teddy bear
(giggles) I want my
go away. (Sternly)

approached and pulled the block from Tasha's
mouth for the third time. They stood lookirtg at
each--other. -abaut three- -feet- -apart. far- four
seconds: Then Kathy took a block from her own
mouth and seemed to try to place it in Tasha's
mouth. Tasha opened her mouth to accept the
block; while Kathy's mother turned to:Tasha's
mother and said Y-ukh." Kathy pulled-the block
back and walked away: She held out another

teddy bear. (petulant voice)
23. Why?

24 'Cause he-does.

(Walks off with
teddy bear)

(Girl drops baby role):

25. Are you going, to

block tentatively to Tasha but- Tasha didn't

pack your teddy

notice as she turned, got a block from_tne floor,

bear?
(Garvey, 1977)

and placed it in her mouth. :She.approached
Kathy. -stood and-waited.- her- head thruSt

forward with the block in her mout` Kathy

(a)

SaPy (to Alisrn), Why don't you go ard do your
homework? You got any homework? You want
to play with your .,'eddy bear?
Ellen: Na-she s being a bad girl today.
Alison: No I didn't.
\Nhat did she do'?
Sally (to Flle
EHen: She picked up a knife Was trying to kill

approached -and tried to remove the block, but
had to dropthebloCks She was holding tado so.
She removed the block and placed it in her own
mouth, then backed away- Tasha got another

block, and fifth, placed it in her mouth and
approached.Kathy.:Kathy reached for theblack;
blit-T8-s-ha backed away- and- held on to -the
block: saying "Mine,"then hopped away: (Hays.
Ross, Goldman. 1979)

her dad.

Alison (-w!th frown): No I didn't. I juSt maked
play one:

Ellen (hugging) That's OK then
(Fein, 1985)
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Games As Physical Cechtett
These are the most widespread of games in
the WOrld and exist in many societies which do
not also have either games of chance-Or garner

bodily strength and bodily-Cbritatt
a continuous flow of_ activity
MotOractivity involving the whole body

of strategy. or bothLT:heir existence alone is
COrtelated with- societieS_ of low complexity.
Much that has been said about games Of-Strategy :also applies 'here. These games; as in
Greek or modem p-lympia,haVe alWayS been
the most prestigious of all kinds of games. But

fantasied or actual conflict between groups

aS We have seen. there is a shift going or. in this

century in games, from phySical-tb- symbOlit

contest. probably paralleling the shift from
ManUal -to the:non-:manual occupations; from
the industrial to the computer society. The Sqles
of strategy.:card, fantasy and video games has

risen steat:Py over -the- patt 50 Year§ aS a
proportionate share of the market of recreation.
-What-we have to report here, as with games

of strategy: is the gradual deVe-lOpment Of
collaboratively _or feministically oriented research which iswhittlihg away.at the dominantly
instrumental ways in which these games have

been considered in:earlier literature (Avedon
and Sutton-Smith, 1971)_,-Iri a-serite, tOrrie Of
this attenuation has_al ready occurred with the
Strategyilernes-of the last section. Where games
are played which allow either more cornpetitiVe
or more collaborative strategies to be used. By
and large third world-players,-rUrai players oral

culture players. as compared with urban and
literate major world:cultures, choose:the more
co-operative over the more corripetitiVe -Strategies (Glassford, 1976), T.le interpretation to
be put on these findingSciS,_ of course. open. Itis

possible to see collaboration as the more backWardlor primitive form of plsy or alternatively to
see it as the more rational- and aentible form
given the state of the modern world, or thirdly,

the use r_- f larger spaces and the OUtdObrt

or team5
success achieved through active interference
With the other player

well defined outcomes, with winners and
losers clearly labeled
playeraiti larger groups
games that last longer
more age7heterogeneous:groups
Lever (1976)- has argued:that the listing of
these characteristics is another way ot Saying

that bOyt'-garnes provide them with learning
environments of greater- com-ple*ity. Their
games contain :significantly more role differentiation, interdependence of players, largersized g: oups competitiveness and go--gl
rieSS, rule Specifications,: and team formations,
all of which are Characteristics of more complex

forms of social organization:
--l-f, by-Contrast, we compare thechi'.-Aracteris-

tic games of girls, we find thern deScribed as

ShOWing more:

turn taking in ordered sequences
choral activity, songs: and rhymes
rh-ythni and words

stages in play that are rnuitiple and well
defined
competition that is indirect
a multiplicity of rules dictating eVery move
only parts of:the body that are involved
solitary practice
comperidon oetween individuals not betWeen
:

grd-UpS

As Lever (1976) interpreted these character-

.

istics, the boys are being prepared for role8
the larger,_COMplex institutions of society and
thegirls are being prepared for roles in intimate

SiMilly to enjoy in_it a nostalgia for the more
gemeinschaft or tender hearted states of earlier
culture in our midst.

or farnilial, small-group relationships Lever

__

Similarly, in-physical:skill games there is
currently an attempt to suggest that classic
interpretations: of sex differences may have
been incorrectly interpreted-(Stittb-n-.Smith

said,

'A girl engaged in pastimes with-One Of a
Seriet-OtbeSt friends' may be gaining training
appropriate for later dati-ng experience of_serial

1979). The classic differences are as follows:

monogamy where sensitivity to a particular

A number ot investigators (Lehmann and

oither is Called-for, out she is less likely than her
sports oriented brother to learn oroanizationally
relevant skills .. Boys learn the ability to take
the role of the generalized other, whereas girls

Witty. 1927: Eifermann. 1971: Lever, 1976) haVe

deScribed boys' games as showing a greater
emphasis on the following than girls' games:
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games to the_players. What she described was

develop empathy to take the role of the partiother."
Gilligan -(1982) is somewhat skeptic-al-Of
Lever's interpretations of the play of boys and
girls. and she has oond reason to be. Cristine
Von Glascoe, for -example, describes in an
intensive study of a group of girls playing the

cular.

an apparently simple game in whic:h a-ball ts
b.Arlted around four squares from player to
player: one on each of the squares so that the
nIpvers rnisi-nn-the h II CCIPS rjit toinina the line

of waiting players who move up one notch, the
first in line now joining t-he play in the bottom
square, The player in the top square is the King:
Judgedby these action rules the play of these
girls is quite simple. Long term Observation a-nd

game Redlight, in which a group of players-tnes
to creep up behind the back of one standing out
ihfront of them in order to touch her on the back

interviews however :established that players
actually- played the game by another code of
rules Which were- announced- by and Could

without- being-seen-and then -take her place
(1980): She describes some of the interactions
as follows:
"When disputes arise between director and

change from leading player to leading player tn
a:variety of ways. This code was-essenttally-an

other players, the:game of Redlight stops._ A
second-game, whi-ch concerns -dispUte settlement, is substituted _in its place: This interior
game I refer to as 'Redlightill,' The:substantive

etiquettical code about the manner of play
varying at one extreme between being nasty to
another-ek-trerne of being nice.-In-general,-play

had to seem to be nice: Anyone _putting out
another player:in an aogressive manner would

natureof these disputes addresses the question

of whether or nat the director observed:some
player to move- Cunng -the no-go condition. A

be-seen_ as nasty, and the shottould be played
over on protest by the offended player. However.
if someone seemed nice- whtle play-ing -an ag,-

surprising order of philosophical inquiry
ernerges in the course of suon debates. Argu-

ments are grounded in terms of player-mernbers

gressive shot: she would be upheld by the

doctrines about intentionat-acts. unconscious
acts, accidental acts. goal-direttedness of acts

others and the offended player would have to

retire._ While there were many belances of

and fate-detarrnined acts: A summary of

nice/nasty manner the game in this group:had
as much to_ do with maintaining this esprit de
corp as with winning the contest: In addition to

directors acts_ is expressed in the following
paradigrn I saw you move, and your move was
intentional and goal oriented__ therefore _you
must return to the start-line. A summary of the
player's response would be: I didn't move; and if
I:did it wasn't goal directed, and if it was goal
directed and- mtentionat you didn't -see-me.'By this account, the girls in "_Redlight" are

had- tb -do with eaCh-sub -group's attempt to
maintain their own best friends o:n the square.
This was the coHegial code which has peen
showi-i to dominate play. as for example: in the
clas_sic work- of -W.F. -Whyte "Street Corner

learning how to be lawyers or philosophers.

Society': -(1943).-in- WiniCh the- -o-utcome of -the

this code. however, there was yet another which

games_was more closely related to the sociometric power ranking of the players than to their
actual skill at the garne.
Similarly in these girls' play, they constantly
maneuvered--to-get their own fri-ends-on -the
square: while appearing not to do anything of

One gets_from this description the feelina that
girls' apparently low level ability in negotiations
and complekpley may have bee-n falsely- stated
My colleague; Dr: Linda Hughes: set out to

investigate these matters by- studying girls
playihg a game called Four Square_ over a
period of several years. L ike the earlier one child

the sort. :In short, there was complicitous

study of-Diana Kelty-Byrne. this- was-again-an
intensive ethnographic study conducted over a
long period:of time.: What she discovered was

agreements to treat out group members to nasty

shots: but only tn a delayed manner, and in a
disguised way, so that they -coutd not be ac-

that- tho _interpretation of games simply by
reading of their action rules: as Roberts and I

cused of s.'D doing by members of other c'aques:

The :girls playing these: games: then were (1)

had dune in our cross cultural work, and a-s have

playing-the game (a)- Maintaining a public: code

most investigators in game interpretation; re-

of pleasant and friendly procedures (3) while
privately seeking to favor their own claques.

veals almost nothing about the utility of the
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The praxis of these girls with their interest
ih preserving .both a code-Of collaboration and

yet also serving the special interests-of their

intimate friends-is the Very opposite of the code
which supposedly governs-cortipetitive games
where all-are supposed to cie equal before-tne
laws of action. It isnot-Surprising perhaps that
Lever,-by assuming the relevance of the latter
code to male idOrninant society, called girls
Short for their inferioritiea at that kind of play:
And yet-the praxis of these girls, like thepraxis
of those who play_ strategic games collaboratiVely, likeithe praxis of thoSe4he throughout
many oral- SOcieties prefer collaborati-Ve to
competitive games, lilke the praxis of those who
want to-think of play as a sphere_of freedom and
imagination, mastery and collaboration, rather
than a sphere_ of irrationality or contest; all
derives from -a fundamentally different rhetoic
of life, more arcient, More feminine, and rno7e
communal.
Conclusion
I nave presented you With en opposition of
metaphorS betweeen play seen as a manifeStation of:
freedom
imagination
mastery :
CollabbratiOn
and games as a Manifestation of

in my intrOdUCtiOn that life is a game iS

pay to treat either play or games in iSbiation
from the surrounding ideblogies and practices
if We are to understand their Contingent roles.
Though neither-play nor games maylend the-in=
selves: easily to universal- meaning, :they are
never4beleSS heavily indebted tc hiStbry, and
studies which do not take that historical context

into account are likely tb be particularly
artificial.

On the practical- I-eV-el the early childhood
praCtitibrier who is:caught up in Only one cr
other of these brbader contexts_ of play is likely
tO make important praCticat mistakes. Play is
not to_ be el:infused with mastery, with ekploration or with imaginatibn.:Education
needs tb
be COncerned with all of theSe Other ways: in
which yoUrig --children manifest their iintelli;
gence.: But to conflate play with these, is
orObably- to_ deny to play its Own S;ihere for
children to exerCise -their :interests in the irratiOnai, the deceptive and_ -the eontestive. As
these latter kinds of play are not as pleaSant as
those which we usually prefer to supervise and
cOnStrain, (the free the imaginatiV,,the master-

ful; and the Collaborative) by calling play theSe
Other forms of_ intelligence it, can be Cut from

irrationality

strategie COntest

physical contest
I hatte attempted to show the cUltUre centric

character of all Of- these concepts: and in

addition suggest that they are-themselves apart
of the ideolbgical play of larger social conflictS
between:
female
male
communal
individualistic
Odaceful
warlike
gemeinachaft
gesellschaft
In: all of this I agrae with Kenneth Burke's
VieW-that the play and gameS_We knew in this
world are larpely_ delivered to _us wrapped in
rhetoric. The boundaries have -het drawn for
us since-theGreeks Put in the past tWahundred
years the dialectiC between play and games haS
bectime more insistent, the retearcheni on cach
doing the- kind:Of research that justifies their
own metaphysical stance. Clearly the statement
31
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reassertion of hegemony- by the garners.
BUt my -major methodological Point must
be an advocacy of the Morefar reaching kind Cif
retearch that I have advocated here. It does not

edeatiOnAnd yet the historical powerbf these
various play forms-Strongly suggests the tOritihoiog need of all childrenfOr their ploy space

free from US -Where they, can work out their
destinies alone and together without too much
interference (short of ensuring their Safety).
We need to think of play, therefore; not-as
necessarily free, irrational,ideceptive. contestive, free,- Creative, rnasteKul or colIabOretive,
but basically as a kind of language with which
individuals and groups communicate with their
own deeper feelings. Play is heither goOd-nor
bad in Its ovvn right, but like eating and exercise
is necesaary ter the health ol the OrganiSm, if
this vital communicative function is to continue
tO -serve the emotional health of children
it
needs to be kept free from us whatever freedom
it may or may not give to children.
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ARTISTIC DEVELOPMENT DURING EARLY CHILDHOOD
Jamas I.', Brutgei
Department of Art
University of Minnesota, Duluth
: Providing:children with basic art concepts

colorful moving object. The child's senses are

eerlyintner develcrnentives them the basis

like a sponge-soaking in all it can to be used at a

for bettor understanding of art principles arid
design concepts at a later age. 1Generally

later time. Colorful env_ironments ere given
credit :for not only a heightened awarene_ss of

speakin-g,- babies, exposed- to col orf-U I -objects

color but also towards an InflUencing of 1.0.

that move; tend to develop their awareness

growth:
Variow ipMlosophies -exist in regard to
artistic development. _The two main pointS--cif
view- which .seem c1early defined are: (a) the
develop skilis -and-understa-nding -of
child
artistic expression through natur31 means. (The
child simply needs to have tools and materials
provided), and (b) artistiC growth -can be- .rded
with:a: well: developed arl:r,ducation p,ograrn
providing direction- arid training.
Current thinking and evidence have shown

capabilities earlier than babies: who are raised
r41-triout such sar,5ory stimulating items. The
icey to early childhood art development is in the
way th-e,,ens-es-are stimulated and the activities

used to bring about the stimulation:

When dealing witn the sensitivity of the
preschooler, care must be taken tO- avoid
hindering aesthetic growth. The development
Of-the-senses and-basic art conceqts- is often
attempted by using methods that stress the urie
of materials in a pattern -oriented way. These
methods have the child cut, paste, fold and bend

that children raised in an environment where
the-y are challenged, stimulated and civen
direction as:well as training are further ahead
than-the-child who-progresses through natural
means alone: Children who have explored
materials -come to the pre-school :program or
kindergarten furtheradvanced in their arlistic
developrnent.than the child who had iittle or no
experirnce workingiwith materials.
Befc re an art education program can_ be

according:to the directions given _by the instrudor-Often the end re-sult o-ne that looks
similar to what fellow classmates have done.
Other methods ha the child fill-1n color on
hend-outs that look like pages-from a-coloring
book, Methodssuch:asthese do nothing for ihe
artistic development-ef -the c-hild,- in faci, they
interfere with the child's artistic development.
Often these damaging- activities have a_ long

developed there needs f.:0 be an z wareness_ of
thevarieus stages ce: artistictlevelopment These

range effect on the child. When challenged-later
to perform in a creative way the child holds back
for instruction on-h-bw to do so.
A bettei more effective way to bring about

stages have been observed; studied and fully
researched by such greats as Pinet, Lowenfeld
and Kellcg.
The first stage k often. referred to_ as the
Scribble-or Mempulettve Stage.- The-age rang;
in this stage begins around the first year and
rins through tile fourth year-Obviously these

developed: sensory awareness Land creative
understanding of the art ele-rnent-s arid-design

concepts is through a well developed art
education program. An art educalion program
is a continuous life long learning ej-perience. It
involves not only working with various media;
but also, appreciation of art fund-arnentals, an
understanding of who artists are, and why they

age ranges are for reference o nly. Some Children
will travel thro-ugh the stages quickly and others

more-slowlyChildreh begin-to e-x-press themselves early by doing such things as making
lines through their food while sitting in the hign7

do what they do. It also includes: teaching

chair or by smeanng and marking -the-wall
behind. Children's first: attempts at using
crayons, pericil-s-, -or- other- similar type of

children how to make judgements about their
own work as well as the work of others.
The-startof an art education program begins

..

with the baby in the crib playing with the

markers, tend to be marks made by swinging the
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arms back and forth. This is sometimes done in
a continuous manner L-:en while the Child may

now become much more complex7rere often
i$ a discovery by tre child that relates to the
marks On t:.e over 004 _to some item in the
child's environment: Although there is no p

look away. These marks have no real visual
meaning, butare simply an bUttome of the
child's_ physical and psy lological develop-

prentvsual relationship between the object
and the marking, the fact that the- child :is
beginning :to equate the drawn marks with

ment. Thechild makes the lines becausethere is
enjoyment in doing so_During this- early Stage
the marks cango in many directions depending
upon-the positioniof t-he Lchild,lwhether on the
floor or sitting at a table: How the marking tool is

objeCtS iri the enVirdrirnentlis a isign of -further

intellectual and artistic development.- T-11-ig
begii it-thernoment when the difference between
making marks randiaMly-and a more controlled

held will also effect the types of marks made
Although these lines appear to-be-meaningleSs

marking begins to take place When the child
beging tb-realiZe his/her ability to control the

to the adult _they_ are an important part of a
Ohilda=aetthetiodevelopinerit. Itiis interesting
to note that all children, no matter what their
nationality, begin their artistic expression in the

line patterns, there is a period of- intense

excitement. It is during this time that the child
will want to share thig-riewly found ability with
an adult. This makes the role of the parent Pr
OtheredUlt pprOached an important one. The
image made by the child IS Cif little importance
during this time, but:recognition of the child's
excitement arid-Sharing by reflecting:a similar
response is helpful in the child's development.The next step Lin Ole child's development

same way._

During the enthusiastic discovery that
certain things-make marks, a child in this stage
will many times create marks ori surfaces nbt
intended to:be marked. Often the_ value of the
child's soi ibbling andrnarking is-lott to the adult
and sometimes efforts are made to prevent the
chtid_from doing what is natural. Parents who

begins when the child's thinking Starts tu cnarige
from the simpie enjoyment of making lines and
movement tb-that-bf iMaginative thinking. It is at
this point: around the age of three to four, that
the thifr1 yerbalizes thescribbledimages: This is
usually done in tWO SUbStages. In the first, the

find their two year old marking the-Wall-Or
furniture are relieved toseethe child pass from
this stage.-It is_dUring- this Stage that the child

learns that marking is a way of changing the
environment and by holding a tool and waving
the arms a change is rnade._Unlike the making of
sounds, which comeandgo; the marks are there
tO be seen arId added tti. ThiS iS a Major concept

makes a scribble and then begins to
describe What the Scribble is (the dog, momma,
daddy, etc:). This is another eXtremely i-mportant
deVetopment. When :he child verbalizes about

to be learned by the child; one that forms the
foundation for further drawing to_ come.

the scribblings, it Snows that the child is

In about six months _after the child ha$

beginning to think in terms of mental piCtures.
is atirtie in the child's life that the parent should
record and celebrate. linfOrtUtiately, Uniike the
first word or first step; it is often over looked.
The reasOn for ittiMportance is that themoment
the child begins to think and function-by-making
rnarkg -that reflect a specifio thinking; the child
now has demonstrated abilitieS that identify_ a
human being as far above other animals. The
child's inveritiOn-Of graphic symbols and the use
cf lheie symbols far outranks taking a first step

begun to scribble; control is demonstrated and
marks-are-made-the way tney are wanted. When
given the chance to select from several markIn;
colors, thechild seems to randomly pick a color:
Children of this age vary ih Where th-6irMarkings

appear on a paper. Some prefer to scribble in
the upper-corners,:others jn_the center or lower

comers or in various other locations arid
directions on the paper. Because there is now
more coordinatiOrt,betWeen their- viaiial and
motor development; :most children seem to

Or Uttrrg the first word

spend more time Manipulating their marks. Jt
not unusual to see a child preoccupied fOra half

:

In the second sub8tao the child tells what
he/she is going to make a "picture" of and then
proceedS te Stribble. The scribble symbol used
in the naming is usually a car-miler One which
teh appears among linear patterns: These

hour or more tryingout knew colors and new
lines. This is alsoia time for experimenting on
how to hold the marking tool: The child's marks
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circles are pointed to:or drawn as part of the
discuSsion as to-what they are orw hat they may

stand fors The drawings do not appear much
different from earlier scribbles:: hc Never, the
cnild now draws-wi-th a-specirictritent wnere
before the scribbles were unrelated:
Children who are three and a -half usually
have arrived at the stageof naming thescribble,

This arrival time_ is dependent -on factors of
maturity -arid -environmental- influence. Much
also depends upon how much opportunity the
c_hIld hes had to: experiment with_ different
materials. The zthild whe has-- a w-elt rounded
pre-schootexperience which includes working
with -a-Variety -of marking -materials and encouragement to create; will begin kindergarten
far Ahead of_ others who have not had _this
background. AsA childcontihues to progress-in

ability to manipulate and control scribbles;

that the dog is "dog" not "kitty-. in thii same
way, as tnechildexperiments with new symbols
an-d-adds-more hnes to the- jrc War shape a new

graphic language begins tc iake form allowing
the ohild a bigger format. for expression
The earhest farm
sege is usually that
of a :circle_ with lines hanging down: Often the
child-refers to tnis form as "mammy" or "daddy".
Various experrs have gicen reasons as to why
the child tends to et-loose to draw and associate
certain_ ideas-with this-s-yMbol.- Most, wha- haVe
worked with children; agree that the child of this

age has- a fairly good concept of- the human
body in that it knows that arms and legs do not
come out of heads. The:reason a child:uses this

symbol is- that thecircle-Stands for-the entire
body not just the head: If the symbol is viewed in
this way, there is little difficulty in-understanding

why he arms and_ legs appear to radiate-from
the head. Symbols;: used by a child to express
certain conceptsor things,-are representational
and as a result they may stand thr something
that looks entirely different in reality. The symbol constantly changes as the child tontinuesth
mature. When two circles_ are usect one forthe
head ahd-the -other far the body,-rapid changes
begin to occur: Now the child has a shape that
can be changed to stand for a man or woman.

he/She -begins to find more and more meaning

in the images created: Adults looking at the
same scribble may:isee :something: entirely
differert from what the ch-ildsees.-There is a

danget in the adult trying to give an inter-

pretation to the scribble or placing the child in a
situation where he/she feels compelled to name

or describe what the marks are. Adults; when
given the opportunity,-shoUld en-courage-the
child to continue with his/her new found abilities
and aVaid adult conceptual influence.

Eyes, nose, ears, and hair begin to be more than

simple slash marks _on a large circle: At first
these
-characteristics are-simple, but as
the child's perceptions mature the marks relate
more to the obl;e(:t trey are ta represent. Body

It is interesting to note that most children
and most adults tend to: revert to scribbling
when trying out a new marking device such-as-a
ball point pen OT a felt marker: In some respects;
adults nev-er-leave the scribble stage entirely,
The secand major stage is refetred to as the
Pre- Idoaor Symbol Forming St'age,_This occurs
around the age Of four thrau-gh-seven.-The child
enters this stage when the scribble has taken on
circular shapes with lines intersecting or dang-

parts such as arms. legs, and feetelso--become
more meaningfully described: Depending upon
the perc-eption-of thechild, hands begin to have

five fingers clearly defined: It is important to
realize that this stage is characterized by the
Child's constant searth- tor new-iky-mbols-tb be

used to express all the new and wonderful

ling from them: Eventually the Child begins-to

things th-at-are being- discovered.

use these shapes as symbols for various things:
Often- the syM-b01- "the cat"- may also be the
symbol for "the_ house": There seems to be no
true distinction for somf of these early symbols.

Choice of colors used by children in this
stage seems to have little relationship to the
subject drawn. The child's- fall- attenti'on and
interest seems to _he in relating the drawing to
objects. Color is selected on the-basis of interest
to the child rather than on the relationship of the

They tend to be interchangable-and represent
many things. This phenomena is similar to the
Child whe learnsthe-word "kitty" and-uses it not
only_ for the house cat but; also, foi the neigh-

color to the object being drawn. :it is important
that the thild-begive-n oppOrtu-nities
expenrhent with color so that when the desire to relate

!Dors dog and any other four legged animal. The
child learns new welds when the parent exPlains

color to the object occurs there win be a
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compatible relationship to the obiect and its
natural-color.

_!!

A child usually develops more thanione
category of symbols at a time. Much depends
upon the tate Of growth the child goes through
and the opportunities that are available to the

Child -tb perceive different objects as new
symbols for drawing. When the_ child-begins to

make a composition, which rivolves two or
more symbols related tio- the sa-me_thought, it

demonstrates having reached a new level Of
Visual COMMiknication. Unfortuinately, this is the

time when the symbols begin toappeai -some:
what meaningtul to adults who want to help the
child imptove on the tmageryy Miring this time,

the child's image making ability is at a ivery

CrUtial-§tage, When adults try to help by

show'rg how to make stick figuresor how, to
draw things 'better", or by having the child use
color-in figures, a tremendous handicap is presented to :the: child. These anti-art method8
ihterfere-With the child's own concepts of what

the image should be. When these tyriet, of
hegative interruptions occur. there is a tendency on the part ot thethild to accept the adult
image or way of doing as the right way and their
bWri Way as-being wrong. As a reti there is a

play the various art elements of !ine, texture,
color, and shape Will provide a rich background

for children's future artistic develOpmeht.

AlthciUgh they may pot understand the work of
the recognized artist, pre-SChOblers can benefit

iobking at and discussing 'he work of theSe

artists. Worka arti-sts such as Klee, Matisl:,
and Rouault seem to have appeal tb-the-preStriddler.piscussing the work of artists such as

these with attention giveh tOthe s-i 'apes. colors
and themes bthe work gives children a chance
to exparld_their ikliJal experience
Two and three dimensional aCtiVitieS-th-Ould
SuCh as to allow the individua! child a chance

to use whatever syMbOIS- ere at his/her cornMend. -Dare should be taken to avOd using antiart techriigUeSCOloting book approaches and

-follow the pattern" types Of a-chili-ties-ere
harmful to the child who is in the prosess of
developing yisuai syMbOlS.AShOw and tell after
an activitygives each child a chance to respond

verbally_ abbLit the work thus expanding the

child's ability to see what has bleh accomplished-. D;scassions of this type also provide
the basis for future LihderStanding of the art
work of others._

mental block that may end up in delaying tht
child's development in symbol making:
The more details ach;ci showsin adiawing

the more aware the child is of his/her sur-

These_early years are very important to
children not only because of artiStic development -bit also because of self-attitudes based
on their accomplisttrhent8.- Attitudes of oneself
are alsobased_on the sensed attitudes of Others

rOuriditigs.-The -child who repeats the same
symbol over and over is, generally speakina-,
one who is more withdrawn and perhaps more
insecure. Other childre-ri react_ towards an
experience that: is emotionally stimulating_ by

aroUnd theM.:Theyoung child is no exception.
The attitude of parents and teaChert-towards
the_ accomplishments of the young child will
give that child feeliMgS Of Security or insecurity
dependina upon the sensitivity of the adUlt8-.
The task Of each of us who works with young
children is to first understah-d -at- much as

d :rawirig -8 sensitive reactive picture. The ad_vantage of pictures drawn by a Child-over-words
uSed by a child is that words can often fool the

pOSSible_ ahout how children develop and then
work with that understanding to bring about the
best possible effects.

listener into thinking-the-Child understands
more than he/she does: Pictures; on the other
hatid,giVe-Ut-a precise understanding:of how
far the child has developed in the understanding
O f the surrounding environment._

An art education program_ for pre-school
children needs_ to involve an understanding of
Children-68 they evolve through the stages of

artistic development Programs designed- to
heighten children's awareness of :their environment are impOrtant to the symbol developrnent of each child. Activities that bring int°
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HOLISTIC WELLNESS FOR TEACHERS
Frank auldbrandsemiPh.D.. D.Sc.
Associate Professor of Education and-Human-Service Professions
University of Mi 3sota; Duluth
operate on higher-levels. Much of the literature
is basically similar, because_ the: facts at _the
physical level are sornewnat simple-We-would
like to complicate R, find shortcuts and miracle
breakthroughs; but these come rarely. In order
to function well, -the bcidy needs to be exercised
regularly: What that means is that three or
four times a week we need to be -doIng some
activity for twenty and thirty minutes that gets
the engine running somewhere between sixty
and eighty percent of maximum- We-can-walk
briskiy; jog; skip rope. dance vigorously; swim;
cross country ski. ride a bike or find some other

This paper is being written-to-gv-e teachers

arid other human service professionals who
work with kids some ideas about holistic wellness, tOtakpersJ-n integration, in order for them
to be able to take tne steps necessary to better

themselves -so that they-may- consistentty be
operating at high levels. It is the contention of
the author that the higherlevels teachers opei ate
on, the higher-levels their stUdent8 v ill operate
on. A good deal of research data backs:up this

contention. (Carkhuff, -Aspy. Roebuck et.al.
1961, 1968, 1975, 1981, 1985)

--One way of looking at high-level,- hollstic
wellness-Is-to-use-Me analogy Of people being
like fine sports cars with magnificent engines.
Most of us! work well enough that-we c-an get
started ar.d out of our garages each morning:
but rarely do we motivate at the level for which
we-are- buitt.-It is -as- though we are running on
two or thi ee cylinders: Sometimes we are:aware

range anclikeep A:there for (ong enough to get a
train mg -effect -The -easiest -way to know- what
the target range is; is to subtract your age_frorn
220,-and-then take sixty to eighty percent of that

that things are not quite -right, but lacking an

sustained- rnmutes.

actIvity that will get the heart to an "aerobic"

That is the number the pulse needs to be at

during the exercise for the twenty to thirty
Beyond that we need to put decent fuel into

owners marwal, we are not quite sure what to do

our magnificent machines in order to maxtrie
the-engines peak performance. There are few
areas: of greatercontroversy than optimum

in _order to make things right. We may have
memories- of these special- oays, or periodS
within a day when everything was hitting ortall

nutrition, -and individual-ne-eds- -are-somewhat

t_tylinders. What -a wonderful time th-at was -But
how to get back to it? UnderAanding the basics

differert; but with that being said; most Americans are eating too much fat by far, too much

of the holistic approach to wellness will help.
A hu-rnan--bein-9 -can be- lOoked at from
different compartrnental points of view. The one
"compartment" we are all-very familiar with is
the physical. We are beings wito bodies: We are
not iust bodies; indeed there -are -times when
many-of us-may-think-our bodies-do not really
belong to us. but there is just no getting around
the physical dimension of human being-in the
world. Beyond that however, we are beings who
have intellects; and beings who emote, and we

re-ad--meat- and protein in general, not enough
complex carbohydrate in thelorm of fresh fruits
and vegetables, too much-refined sugar and-salt
and we eat too quickly and with too much
.

.

stress while we eat. Most of us cantearn to begin
to modify-our eating habits toward more healthy

ones. avoid fads _and miracle curesJisten to
what makes- us -feel good -.- . truly. The-re-are
times when some of us may say that we crave ice
cream; iots of ice cream. We maywantit, but we
MOM probably do not need it. although we may

are social beings.- Finally, we are spiritual

need complex carbohydrate; milk; calcium or
some other component Of -ice cream. The key
word is of course; moderation:

bemgs. So: we have these five compartments:
physical intellectual, emotional, social, and
spiritUat:

To develop:to our optimum intellectually
turns out to not be that much different from

There is a great amount of information
current on how to get the physical self to

:
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developing -physically. We need to: form_ a
regular discipline, follow some-simple- Riles,
and do it: For most of us we are going to some
day work to- maximize our-intellectual selves
"We want to begin at the 'right' time and place
which usually turns out to be somatirne in the
future and someplace else." (CHOP WOOD,
CARRY WATER. Felds

p. 9.) So we begin.

Perhaps we-take an hour out o-f our busy
days for- -special- -reeding that-we have -been

putting off: Where do we get an extra hour_a
day? _Perhaps we get up earlier in the morning,

necessitating going to bed a bit earlier and
taking better care:of _ourselves physically: The
p-hysical-and the-intellectual- go -together and
"bootstrap" one another: That is; as we become
more physically fit, -we have more energy--to
devote to other activities, finding-that-the quality
of our sleep improves; and thus needing a bit
less.

We_ may begin taking regular library visits,

listening to lectures on audio cassette, taking
classes again at the- colle-ge or- u-niversity,
forming a :reading group with friends or col-

leagues. deciding on family -topics for discussion: The ideas_ for intellectual growth are
endless. -What is required is the disciplinetc get

__

CHOP WOOD; CARRY WATER, A Guide-to

Finding Life lists -thirteen steps: to keeping
perspective alona the path -to- spmtual growth:
These stepscan be a wonderful beginning point

for someone who is looking to_jump into the
sometimes swift waters of spirituality without
getting drowned.

1. Each stage that one can label must pass
away. Even the labeling will ultimately pass.

A person who say8. "I'm etilightehëd"
pi
2. Ti

bly isn't.

itial euphoria will pass:away. There

may well be a sense Of loss after it passes.
That too passes.

3. Each new height is usually followe'ji by a
new low: Understanding this makes it a bit
easier to Tide the roller coas ;r.

4. As you further- purify- yourself. your impurities wiH seem grosser and larger.

5. At first you-will-think thatyour spirituality is
a limited part of your life: In time you will
realize it encompasses everything.

6: One of the traps is the trap of purity. In-time
you will think you are really pretty pure: Do

out and do it-day-efter day.-For many runn-ers the

not_beVe it.

very hardest thing to do each day is to get out
the door to begin the run. Most find that once

7. Early -on you will wonder how long_ the

they are over that hurdle, the re-st -is some-what
easier. Rarely does a person finisna run without

journey will take. Later you will understand
that where you are going is HERE and you
will arrive NOW

having-more-energy,-without-feeling good that
she has made the effort and accomplished thiS

8. At first you try. Leer you just do it because,
"What else is there to do?"

goal. The same is true with the intellectual
pursuits, but it takOS "getting-out-the -door."
Emotional growth-follows the same format:
W-e develop the-discipline to do the growing that
we know is necessary: The discipline gives us

9 Taking oneself too-se-riously -is not good.
"Cosmic humor"; especially about your own

predicament, is an important part of your

the habits which then can:make it second

journey:

nature. For many-of u-s, emotion-al grovith arid

intellectual growth are coupled: We do the
reading -about relationships, love, empathy,
giving: compassion: and then we- discuss,

10. At some stages you will experience a
plateauas if everything hasl-,tOpped._K now

that onceithe process has started; it does
not stop. Just keep going.

ruminate, struggle, develop -habits of the heart:"
And_so with-social-g-rowthr For so many of
us; however; spiritual growth is somewhat less

11. You many have expected that enlightenment

well known and more mysterious. Therefore;
the rest of this paper will_ concern itself with
practical aspects of spiritual growth:

would come ZAP! instantaneOus and permanent. That is unlikely. After the first "oh

ha" experience, the Unfolding it gredual
a;:r1 almost indiscernible:
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12. There is, in addition to the ''-up and-down'-'

cycles; an "in and out" cycle There are

of-perspective-a new way of seeing the world.
Again, often not dramatic . . although some.

times when you will want to be doing inner
work, and there will be times wFen you are

times it is._When ail of these changes are added

drawn to others, to be involved "in the

human's being. One is truly on the path _to
wellnes, and-that '::rs-orl -arld all- others-who

marketplace."

together, they make for substantial growth in a
come in contact with .nat person, are better for

13. What-is-happening to you
nothing less
than death and rebirth: What is dying is the
you who knew who you are and how it all is
and what is being-reborn is the child of the
Spirit for _whom all things are new.: This
process of attending an ego that is dying_ at

the same time as you are going through a
birth process is awesome. Be gentle and
honor the self who-is dying, as well as the
Self who is being born:

-So with these thirteen steps one c7.7 begin a

disciplined journey into the spiritual
ension.
The spiritual dimension; like each of 1,-,e others
need not be overwhelming or mysterious-. What
is involved is a daily cornmitment to "get out the
door" and do what is required.

What can an educator who is holisticary
seeking-wellness expect of herself?flow might
she See the chang-es,-and-h-Ow might afriend-Or

colleague_notice differences? The changes are
sometimesquite subtle, but they become sub-

stantial over time: One of the most obvious
changeslone can look for in:oneself is energy
Energy -mcreases.- A- person who-is
exercising regularly and eating sensibly almost
invariably has a higher sense-of self- esteem,
more get up and go, does more things. Students
notice it; colle.-4iies notice it. Very often people
ne-eda greater attention span,
are more cheerful:
Peopie who are intellectually and emotionally growing have more to talk about. They are
less likely toirecite_ tired platitudes. They have

new-ones There ts an excitement which permeates a person of any age who realizes that
growth need not stop.- that growth can continue

forever, Very Often the intellectual and emotional growth leads to action step:, which have
the_perso-n involved with others in ways if ifferent

frorr before: People notice that.
Spiritual growth very often leads to a change
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HEALTH EDUCATION FOR PRESCHOOLERS
Georgia L. Keeney, Ed.D.
Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
University of Minnesota, Duluth
Health education has been defined-at the
process of providing learning experiences de,
signed-to-facilitate-VolUntary adaptation of behaviors conducive to health: Teachers and staff
can_directly educate:preschoolers in:the many
content areas of health edtitatiOn Stich aSnUtri=

tion, fitness, and dental health. They can also

must be involved in preventing the spread
of disease and in provi-din_g- hitt aid to injured students. Finally. teachers must provide
tetpabiai tervicet as needed by handicapped
students.

The goa: of the third phase of the school
health program,- -health- education, is to guide
young children towards the lasting acquisition
of healthfdl liVing practices and habits. Teachers
could also help children to learn-hOW tiO make

lay the grdt.indWeirk fbe a lifetime of better health

for their students: The total school health program has two other components that contribute
to health promotion and protectiOh at-the-SchOOI

sensible health decisions in the future: The

site. These other components include providing
a healthful gbh:Obi-environment and health ser-

suCCeSS-Of health edUtation, however, will not

be measured in the classroom but in after

vices: The three phases of the school health
prOgrain will be discussed in the following

tchOol home life and play time,
Health education is a required component

paragraphs. SOme suggestions-Will be-inade as

of Head _Start programs. Therefore. many

to how the preschool educator can accomplish
thegbalS Of tuth a cOmolete program. Special
attention will then be given to providing health
education experiences for:_preschoolers and
selected unique curricula-will be ditti.itted.

griptipS -Of- -reSearcheit and teachers have at-!

tempted to identify the content areas and
learning objectives for preschool health educa-

tion. The content arat ShOuld include: 1)

growth and development; 2) community health
mannernent; 3,) Oersonal health; 4) safety and

A healthful school environment sets the
tone -foriall- other health related activities that
take place at school. That means that the entire
building, individual classrooms, and the outside

first aid; 5) nutrition; 6) consumer health: 7)
farrillY life and health; 8) mental and emotional
health; 9) disease_pre-Ve-rition and control; 10)
drug use:and abuse: and 1 death education.
(See:Table 1). The Scope and sequence of the
curriculum that could be developed-from these
content areas will depend on the nature of the

Play areas must be safe and free frbhi hazards. It

also _means that the mental environment is
h:ealthy.TheriOtt arid dignity of each pupil and
teacher are respected. All teachers-are gdod
phySical and mental health. Also such mundane

.Jividual preSChbbler-S. The learning objectives

items as scheduling and tiMe allrititents for

that could be identified would also reflect the
Spetific -Student bopulation. A few_ selected
objectives from the above content areas might
include:, 1) The :children should be able to
explain that all thildren brOW :and_ develop in

both _teachers and pupils have been planned
with-the_Ohytical and mentai health of each in
mind. Fire prevention plans and emergency drill
prOdedures are known byall employees.

The basic resporitibility-f or the health of
any child belongs to the parents; but teachers
can play an imObitaht role in assisting parents

their own way; 2) The children should be able-to

deteribe what they can do_ to help keep their
classroom, playground, and hbrrie clean: 3) The

through the provision of a few health -SerViCeS
at school. These services include observation;

students should be able to identify nutritious

record-keeping, -referral, -and follow-up.

students should be able to explain that- the
person or pet that dies will not come back

food snaCks-Wheri

Teachers can screen students' vision, hearing,

dentalil-teatth, :posture, etc., and then notify
parents of suspected problems. Teachers also

(Hendricks, 1984).
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iVeri a choice; and ay The

TABLE_1

HEALTH IEDUCATION OBJECTIVES
FOR PRESCHOOLERS**
Tat:lc I
'A. Growth-end Development
1
The children should be able to identify the body parts that are primarily associated with the five
setisett.

2 The children should be able tc explain that all children grow and develop in their own way.
8: Community_Health_MatittoillitiliC
1. The children should be able to identfy_Aeople_ansiplaCeS that Oontributelo good health

2 The children should be able to aascrine what they can do to help keep thew classroom.
playground, and home clean.

C. Personal Health
Il The children Should be able to demonstrate how to wash thew hands.
2. The Children should be able tO tel'Aha_parenta_Or_teackectif thily hurt.
3. The children should be able to demonstrate correct toothbrushihotechhiques.
The children should be able to identify appropriate clothini; :-ar weather conditions.
.

.

D. Safely end First Aid
1: The children_shOuldbo able to identify the colors of traffic lights arid explaih the meaning Of
tratficlIght_s_en_d_eigns.

2. The children should be able to identify the roles of communisafety personnel.
3. The children should be able to describe the school safety rules correctly.
The children shouldbe able to iaentify various food ana non-food items.
E. al utithen
I. The Children should be able to idenlIty nutritious food snacks when given a chOice_._
2. The children should be abla to Identify various foods in relation to the basic four food groups.
F. Consumer Health
1. The children should-be able to explain that_ advertisements are for selling products.
2. The children should be able to seleCt produCtS from aaverhsing pictures that are harmful to
one', health.
G. Family Life end Health
-1. The children should be able to identify ways cf being helpful at home.
2. The children should be able to identify their family members and roles.
H. Mental and_EMOtletIel_Heelth
1. The children should be able to identify the emotions of anger, happiness. sadness, love, end
fear.

2. The children should be able to identify appropriate and inappropriete social behavior
3.- The children should-be able to demonstrate appropriate care for pets.
I. DI musk Priteedioniand_Controi
1. The children ShOuldbeableto state the importance of covering your mouth and/ or nose before
coughing or Sneezing.
2. The children should be able to demonstrate the correct way for nose blowing.
3. The children should be able to state that immunizations protect us against some diseases

J. DrUgUiellidAbaie
1. The children should be able to explain when it is appropriate to take medicinal'.
2. The children should be able to identify harmful effects of smoking.
3. The-children should be able to identify harmful effects of alcohol abuse.
K. Death_Educatioft
1 The Children ahOUICI be able to explain that the OerSon_or_pet that diwibootCornebacJc.I
2. The children should be able to explain that it is okay to feel sad when someone or something
.

dies.

'Hendricks. C M.(1984). Development of a comprehensive health curriculum for head start Health
Education, Mar/Apr 28-31.

Children can assume responsibility for

the same cognitive paths as othor tyoos of
abstract thinking.:Children have to be given
time to grow-1n theirunderstanding health.
Experiential learning activities should; there-

some parts of their personal wellness and illness: However, the concepts of health, Welk
ness, Dr illness are difficult abstractions and
must be related to-real life-experiences. The

fore, bethe major emphasis on health education
for preschoolers.

development of these concepts proceeds along
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-Four unique curricula have been:recently
developed which could be aSed in teaching
about healtn:Three of these are comprehensive
and seqUential
Hale and Hardy's Helpful
Health Hints; Growing Healthy, Kindergarten

LeVel: and Ready, ,et, Grow! The American
Heart Association has teSted -and begun to
distribute;Heart Treasure Chest; which is exper iential Put not eomprehenSive. Each of these

will be discussed and ordering_ inforMatiOn
provided in the following paragraphs.
Hale and Hardy's HOW-al-Health Hints was
developed and tested with Head Start st udentS.
It inItideS the 1 licontent areas identified previously: Table 1 presentS the COrriplete -health
education objectives for this: _curriculum; The
major characterSHale grid Hardy, are gender

neutral:elves who explore the various health
iasueS. It Cari be Obtained from the Barren River

District Health Department, P.O. BOX 1157,
Bowling Green, KY:42101:(Hendricks; 1984).

The natiOnally- -Validated curriculum,
Growing Healthy; has a kindergarten level-. Thia

on each topic; a list of necessary material-5 -and
a-UPON-es; songs, poems, rhythic activities; detailed instructionS, a pareK,t/ Ohildiectivity; and
patterns, worksheets and parent letters for du-

plication Infbrination about training workshops
alluior purchasing the curriculum guide can be
Obtained by writing to_ Ready_ Set; Grow! P:O.
Box 75991, St Paul,MN 55175.
;

Another :interesting and experientially

pleritied ciirriculum is !Heart Treasure Chest
from the American Heart ASSOCiatiiiti. The con-

tent areas included are related to the heart's
structure and fUncti-Oh,_ good nutrition, and
fitness. Many different experiments and learnmq

StatiOn-S -can: be set up usin the equipment;
posters; and cards provided, The Heart Treasure

Chest may be borrowed or purchased from

a

local affiliate Ofthe-Arrierican Heart Association

Training :for use of the materials can -afsb be
arranged from AHA local affiliate staff or

volunteers.
Several other voluntary health associatiOns
havo4?.-ilticatibh61 Materials that may be used or

Curricuittirri is listed in the U.S. Department of
Education's National DifflisiOnNetWOrk. That
means that the_ curriculum's objectives have
been tested arid the effectiveness of the program has been proven: The content fat kirldergar-ten:in-dudes senses and emotions; health
helpers; teeth; problernathat tan occur without

adapted for use with pres-cribblett-. These include the ;American Dental Association, the
American Cant er-Sticiety, and the American
Red Cross. Contact your local or state_affiliate

sleep. rest, care, good health habits; and safety:
and caring-and cbriterriS for others, expressing
emotions and feelings. TeacherS rhiitt etterid

education. The Cbriterit_of health:education is
also very interesting to youno childr-M,-and they
Will be MiatiVated to learn using the experiential
activities identified in -VaridUs cOrricula. The

training sessions to learn to use this well organized, sequential-attiVqy-ferrnat. Information
about Growing Healthy may be obtained frorn
yOur lOcal Arrierieän Lung Association chapter.
_
Paula J. Peterson, health oduCatbr, haS deiiéldped another comprehensive health education curriculum fbr-3-5 year tilde. It was field

tested in the St. Paul; Minnesota, Head Start
Program, home day care, and in preschool
centers: As a result of the iniptenientation of
Ready, Set, Grow!, children in the experimental

group showed-a signifitant improvement in
health awareness and knowledge when Cora--

pared to- children in the control group. The
content of this curriculum is brOken- into four
areas: physical healtn mental health; family
living, and -safety. Each lesson plan includes
behavioral objectives; background informaticin

Copies of free or inexpensive

materials:
Preschoolers have a great nead for health

total school health programeducation, services, arid-eniiironinent--7can be addressed at

the early childhood center setting With tome
possible lasting:improvements:in_ health: With

some thoughtful blehnitqand implementation
by early childhood educators now, a new generation Of adUltS With high level wellness can
become a reality for the futUre.

Reference
Hendricks, C.M. (1984): Development of a COM:

prehentiVé Health Curriculum for Head
Start; Health EducatiOh, Mar/Apr, 28-31.

WHAT CAN I DO FOR THE ABUSED CHILD?
Kay Stevens
ofessional Foster Parent
IDJIuth, Minnesota
In a discourse on abused children, we must
first define what we mean by the term abuse. In

3: Physical marks and reactions: broken

definition:

4: rmotional ills: nightmares; unreasonable fears (water, lbud noises, kitchen

bones, bruises, burns, siorriadi urarops,
flinch reaCtions.

thi-s irstance we will use a very inclusive
Physical abuseBattering, choking, slapping, shaking. hair pulling, beating. biting,

tools).
5. Violent- or highly -aggressive behavior:
biting,--hitting,kickmg, etc.

etc....

Mental or Emotional abuseName call
berating, shaming; or anything that erodes self
worth.

6, Regressive behavior: return to:thumb
sucking, wetting. fetal position, clinging

7. Inability to show pleasure or to enjoy

Sexual abUseincest (abuse from irside
the family); molesting (abuse from outside the
family).
NeglectOmission of proper physical care
(food; shelten -clothing; cleanliness), omission
of ipreper emcitional care (time, nuturing, con)
versation, etc

_

Play.

8. Riovocative-beh-avion # or -example, -a

child may try to get an adult to hit
him/her or a child may sexually approach aduits.

9. Family trauma' house fira severe ill-

Of these four forms of abuse, neglect is

ness-,- death, parent separation.

10 Noticeable parent problems: extreme
immaturity, lack of knowledge of age,
appropriate behavior and 'or proper
dare_ techniques; excessively strict or

often the most difficult to deal with: Neglect can
make children teel as if they are nonexistent or
totally- worthless. -Also, substantiating neglect

reports; so the family can get help, is very

-dem-anding-parent.

difficult.

No one of these signs alone are "proof" of
abuse, but if we are seeing one or more, to a
significant _degree, we need -to observe and
question the situation more closely.

VICTIMS

T-he movie lii-c-tims," created and
buted by The Independent Order of Foresters,
supplies uswith a good overview of what abuse
what the long term results of untreated abuse

can be, the value of early intervention and
prevention, and, most importantly,ow atearn

INTERVENTION

If our-suspicions-of abuse are strong, that

if what we see is_ giving us that- "oh oh"
feeling, we need to act. A call to -ttie

effort can be a successful way of dealing with

is,_

abuse. Ideas from this film will be used

Intervention Unit (1.1: Unit) of your local County

throughout this paper.

Social_ Service Department, is an informative
and-helpful first step. They welcome calls from
people who say;!That is what I'm seeing, What
do you think?' Their staff has the-expertise to
help us analyze our _facts and decide if this
situation should be reported.
We are -m-andated- by- law -to report any
strong suspicions of abuse. The II Unit is the
place to make our initial report of suspected
abuseYour name will be held in confidence and

IDENTIFYING ABUSE
The very first step toward helping an abused

child is to find the child. There are many
indicators-that abuse-may-be occurring. Ten of
the more common indicators to aid a caregiver
in identifying an abused child, are as follows:
1. Low self esteem: "I'm bad," "I'm worth: less;" "I can't do anything right."
2. Lack of trust: ''Don't touch rne,""I won't
talk to you," "I won't eat here."

_

:

you may receive a brief summary of what action
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was -taken, if-you-call the LI. Unit 48 or mcre
hours after your report:
A typical abuse cali is first handled by _a
screener who discusses-the facts-with-the-unit
They decide .if there's eminent danger to the
Child.-AlLabuseinvestigations are conductea

2. Aidoiaing physical punishment. it will
either have little or: no effect Or it may
frighten children sO they will not trust the
adult.
3 Havi-ig stable, caring people on staff, so
Gill.' en can Know Mem ariu nriusiv triey
can Ce trusted.
4 Having consistent and reasonable rules.
expectations; and routines: I his gives

conjunction with.the police. If there isn't eminent
danger; the- LI.- personnel interview the child;
preferably atsch-0-01,-day -care-, or-another place

away from the abuser: The 1.1: personnel must
then contact and interview:the parent. Aftei this
they 4. le a disposition on the-case and--several
different courses maybe taken such as criminal

children- the sense of _predictability
which may be lacking in their lives.

Acceptance and encouragement are also
very important to the abused: ohild. These children have been re;ected and discouraged by-the

prosecutionre-moval- of-- the child from the
home court ordered treatment; the case may be
dropped, or the farnily put in touch with sources
of help.

abuser, and caring adults need to turn this
attitude arou-nd. Piaceernphasis on actions and
not on judgment of the child's worth. Try to-say-,
'!That was a good job you did," not:"You are a
good girl." "I don't hke it when yoU hit John" not
don't like you when you hit John." Don't make
the acc-entance and care dependent on how the
child behaves. Also, sincerely praise the child at
every opportunity. Recognize the improvement
in a child as well as-hitlher accomplishments.

The LI. Unit wears .two hats: one as the
investigator-to find-out if abuse is occurring, the

other as the facilitator for getting families in
touch with tI._:heipithey need.
Early identification-and-intervention is one
of the keys in successfully dealing with nbuse.
WHAT CAN I DO?
When a child has been identified as abused:
there-are a variety-of practical, caring thinyz one
::

can do to help the child: Some ideas wil

:

Maintaining and promoting open commu-

nication is another vital tool in dealing with
abused children. Be a-good. -active,- listener,
including providingspecial times for children tO
talk to you alone. Also, respond to what:they

be

presented. but-common sense and caring may
dictate other ideas as well.
A first step is getting education and gaining
awareness- of how-to-- help abused ohildren.
Some good educational resources are this con-ference, Aids to .Victims. 0f1 Sexuel Assault;
Social Service programs-the-Foresters-, and-the
IL Unit mentioned earlier: The 1:1: Unit is inter-

the right Land the:power to say "No!" to any

ested-in -providing -speakers -to a variety of
community groups on various topics related-to
abuse. The public library also has films and

the child's feel-ings.- Don't force :talking;

say; so they know you hm e listened: -Give-them

touching they don't-like, and to encoui age them
to tell a trusted adult: Finally; give them the Clear
message -that- abuse, of -any kind; is not their
fault: No one "deserves" to be-treated-like that:

At all times we must remember to respect

touching; :or other demonstrations of- trust-in
c-hil-dren. It wilt come, in time; when they are

books.
Another important thing to think about is to

ready:
A last idea is to work as a helpful member of

:

teke- -good care of ourselves. We won't have
anything to give a child in need -if our
is
empty." We: need to:he iested, to have some
relaxing-and enjoyable-times, and tc have companionship with other adults.
When we think of the children; the most
important thing is t0 provide a safe place for
them. This can be done by:
1. Making- the- physical environment safe
for the age children we have.

"the team.'-'---NOne of us is- an- island standing
alone against the flood of child abUse,-We need
to_work as smoothly as possible with the social
workers, police, counselors.- medical peop1e:

schook personnel; and perhaps the most-difficult of alh-toOt the most important; theebusers:

They are as much in need as the children they
have abused._ We can offer them friendship, a
better view Of their child, a role model, and a
45
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resour-ce fcr ideas on "wnat worked for us in that

situation:"
Abuse :often: orours :because parents or
caregivers -lack the-k-nowled_g_e_too's, and_ re5ources needed to help them develop. Providing

MISCELLANEOUS LOCAL PESOURCES
Aid to Victims of Seiwal ASsault, -200 Ordean
Building, Duluth; MN 24 hour sen-iice
Telephone: (218) 727-4353).

these _needs as a coordinated team effort will

Duluth Pubfic Library, 520 West Superior Street,
Duluth_ MN 55802

prevent overlap of help or gaps-in help, so

St Louia County-Social Service Department,

everyone's efforts wi!I be more effective:

320 West Second Street, Duluth, MN 55802.

RESOURCES

ten Bensel R. (197$. Training Manuahri Child
Abuse and Neglect. Minneapolis: Minnesota
Sytems Research; Inc:
Gebelein, S., & Kilkelly__ V. (n.d.). Encourage-

ment: Building the Child's Confidence and
Feelings of-Worth. Mimeographed. (AvaHable from PEW Associates,--Inc.,1725 Eerier:
son Avenue South; Minneapolis, MN 55403.)

lnitiallntervention Unit. St. Louis County_Social
Services, 320 West Second Street, D-UlUth-,

MN 55802. (24 hour service. Telephone
[218]

727-8348).

Sheldon,_ S.L., Poos, P.A., & Balch, G.M., Jr.
(1984, August 1-8). Recognizing_the Abused

Child. The Christian Century Magazine.

Vaught, D. (n.d.). Where Battered Children
Learn to- Loye.-Mi-meographed. (Available
from First Christian Church, Travers City,
Ml.)

Wachter, 0. (1983) No More Secrets for M.
:Boston; Little Brown.
Wintrier, C-. (PrOducer). (1951). Victims [Film],
Solana Beach; CA: Independent Order-Of
Foresters. [Available from Victims; % Florence Hallum, Prevention- Of Child Muse,
RO.:Box_ 848, Solana Beach; CA J2075.)

(Available locally from Rosemary Bronokowski; 2371 Howard Gnesen Road, DUlUth,
MN 55803.)

Wintner, C. (Producer). [1985). One Out of Six

(!ncest) [Film]: Solana Beach, CA: Independent Order of Foresters. (Available from
Victims, % Florence Helium, Prevenfibn Of
Child Abuse, P.O. Box 848; Solana Beach,
CA 9207-5.)- (Available locally from Rosemary Bronokowski, 2371 Howard Gnesen
Road, Dul.1,- MN 55803.)
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STEPPING INTO STEPFAMILIES
Janine A.Watts, Ph.a
Department of Child and Family Dei.elopment
ui-,;vertity of Minnesctm Duluth
FaittlieSOreated by the remarriage of one
or both spouses are among the faateSt growing
family types. Nearly half of currenl marriages
are a remarriage fOrat feast one spouse Over 35
milliortiadults are stepparentS: thei_numb-er_of
Step-children has been estimated as ori, of every
six to ten children. It iSpredibted thal 25-35% sf
ail children will eventually experiencethe roie of
stepchild.

dicates there- aee few differences in marital
satisfaction between first and reMarriages, especially when:appropriate controls are_uSed.-

.i-he largely pbSiti-Ve outlook changes when
the research examines the stepparent-stepchifd
relatiOnahip: the studies are nearly evenly divided between reporting -a good- or:poor rela

tionship. :In studies using standardized &lea.:
sures of farnily--fUrittibning, stepfamilies were

This paper will present an_ Overview Of
retearth:ori the uniqueness and challenges of
stepfamilies. Potentiarwayr tb strengthen stepfamilies will be discussed:

iess::well-adjusted and less SatiSfied With their
farriilieS then members of first-marriage families.
This may be due to riLirrierotiS tactors which can
impact on family tunctionincL such as age and

Stepfitilies May resemoie biologicai nuclear families outwardly. The firSt-rnarriage,
nUtlear tami!y is the model used by many as the
sociental norm. _Other -ferriily types are some7
times considered deviant or disadvantageoUs
by_ compa-r=isbn, While stepfamilies do have

problems to overcome. they are-a:family form
which must be: viewed as unique. They are
traveling irtrieW territory. exploring new regions
of:relationships and responsibilitieS,-and-doing
it largely Without the aid of maps or guides:
Stepfamilies are notteCo-gmzed asle social

institution. This is due:to the role of the gtCriparent being-poody-defined, having no preparation or legal status and includingbb-h-tradictory
featUreS_Of both a parent and nonparent role.
.The diversity and COrnple-xity: found in step.7families, which usually involves the Stepparept
being an ad-din-Onto the birth parent rather than
a re:placement: results in bOUndary confusion.
Gijilt-ähd :grief over a divorce can also con-

tribute to difficUltiet.-

:However; research findings on StepfaMilies
are less-negative than: conclusions reached by

sex Of Children.- contact with noncustodial
parent; parenting experience and stepfamily
COMposition.
Since stepfamilies:are a unique family type:

they are faced with several challengeS. _Mytha
proSerit ObS-tacles to adjustment; often before
1;ie _remarriage ocnts. -Ecilkl-bre: images. the
instant love myth and the whole: happy_fainlify
myth carl reaUlt -in Jetinfusion and disappointment :Complexity of relationship -Oel:urs with
the additi-On-Of new family members creating
boundaries and toleS that are less exact_ than:in
first _marriages. Research indicate8 that:the
greater the strUttUral complexity of the stepfamily, the higher the probability -Of:divorce in
the rehterriage.rief and loyalty pose problems
in stepfamilies. Grief Octet" lossis experienced by

children apd adults. Loyalty bonds ta parents
and growi-ng atteptance of stepparents can
produce confusion and guilt inthildren._
Merging lifestyles r"equires adaptatiOn to
habits, traditions, rUleS and procedures. Distribution of resources: particularly money,: is a
frequent CaUS-6 -of friction in stepfamilies: Financial management is One-area Which couples
are reluctant to discuss prior to rernarriage yet

the public or clinical 0o-sonnet. :In :general.
stepchildren show mote positive characteristics

than children from Single-parent homes in

it

sch Dol behavior: achievement.

is one of the areas of most difftulty after

remarriage.
-ConSidering the many challenges faced by

muit and personality, No differences are found
in most studies comparing ohildren_in:step and
firSt=rnarriage families. Likewise: research in-

stepfamilies profesSion-als can assist in

strengthening this family form through formal
47
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and_ informal paren' education. The following
suggestions -can be productive in improving
stepta rmly relation-ships.

Recognize the developmental tasks of remarriage as noted by Goeting (1982) Couples
will need to experience an emotional, psychic.
community, parental economic-. and legal re-

REFERENCES
Goeting, A: (1982): The six stages cf remarriage:
Developmental -tasks of remarriage-_ after
divorce. Family_Relations,-31-. 213-222.
Mdls. D. (1984). A model for stepfamily development.- Family Relations,- 3-3, 365-372
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rnarriage-.- Tbese-develp_pmetallasks shou!d be
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Nebraska Press.

Identify characteristics of strong families

Curran: D. (1983). Traits of a Healthy Family:

that would be applicable to mOdei in stepfamilies-.

Minneapolis: Winston Press.

Sturkes by Stinnett (1979) onl family strengths
and C-urran (1984 on traits of a healthy family

provide a number of factors contributing to
satisfying family relationships.
Since the remarriagewas created-with h-Us-

band-wife, keep this bond strong and primary:

Children's needs can be met without lettjng
them drive a wedge into the couple bond. The
role of-stepparent will play needs to be specifically-de-fined.- Dar:rent- evidence- (Mill& 1984)
suggests more harmonious relationships occur
when discipline of children is done by the birth
parent:

Establisn new family goalsend roles. Unity
is-more-likely-to-be achieved- When perso-ns are

working_ together toward a common cause:
Roles need-to be flexible and suitable for particular stepfamilies.
: Acknowledge stepfamihes as an acceptable
and-untque- family- form-. Cons-der the positive
aspects in discussions, helping children to feel
good about their situation.:In schools and chiid
care centers. make multiple invitations or gifts
as class projects; so children are_not faced with
a dilemma-of-choosing-who-shall -redeive their
work: Consider financial stresses faced by stepfamilies when requiring:expenditures; facilitate
clothing exchanges and potluck suppers.-

Recommend pre- and postmarital counseling -and create supporl networks through
organizing parenting education sessions or
workshops.
Stepfamilies are a-untque family fOrm-oc-

cuffing more often. Professionals can encourage and support the persons involved to facihtate healthy family relationships.
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